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Abstract

Many optimization problems involve acquiring information about the under-
lying process to be optimized in order to identify promising solutions. Moreover, in
some cases obtaining this information can be expensive, which calls for a method
capable of predicting promising solutions so that the global optimum can be found
with as few function evaluations as possible. Another kind of optimization problem
arises when dealing with objective functions that change over time, which requires
tracking of the global optima over time. However, tracking usually has to be quick,
which excludes re-optimization from scratch every time the problem changes. In-
stead, it is important to make good use of the history of the search even after the
environment has changed.

This thesis revolves around the topic of response surface based sequential
sampling for global optimization of expensive-to-evaluate black-box functions under
static and dynamic scenarios. Regarding the former scenario, it addresses the high
computational cost inherent to Efficient Global Optimization (EGO), a global search
algorithm that is known to work well for expensive black-box optimization problems
where only few function evaluations are possible, and which uses surrogate models
of the fitness landscape for deciding where to sample next. The proposed variant is
based on partitioning the space and building local models to accelerate the selection
of future sampling locations with a minimal impact on the optimization performance.
The linear computational complexity as a function of the number of observations
of this extension is shown, and its performance benchmarked to both the original
algorithm it extends, and state of the art algorithms. For the latter scenario, we
propose and compare four methods of incorporating old and recent information
in the surrogate models of EGO in order to accelerate the search for the global
optima in a dynamically changing environment. As we demonstrate, exploiting old
information as much as possible significantly improves the tracking behavior of the
algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Optimization is the process of finding the best alternative, out of all feasible al-

ternatives, with respect to previously defined criteria. However, finding the best

alternative (here called solution) is rarely trivial. Optimization is ubiquitous, but

its presence is often overlooked. For instance, parcel delivery, air traffic control sys-

tems, search engines, timetable assignments, and unmanned aerial vehicles, all have

in common that they rely on solving optimization problems.

In order to tackle optimization problems algorithmically, it is convenient to

state them in a mathematical way, where the decisions to be made are modeled as

independent variables or parameters. When evaluating the problem at a given set

of parameters, the observed outcome represents a dependent variable, or response

value. The pair formed by this outcome, together with the parameter setting used to

obtain it, is referred to as a sample or an observation, and the function mapping the

space of all parameters to their corresponding response value, as objective function.

When the objective function is a simulation model, or represents an unknown

natural process, an analytic representation is usually not available. Such optimiza-

tion problems are often referred to as black-box optimization problems. The lack

of analytic representation restricts the use of gradient based optimization methods.

Instead, during optimization, it is necessary to learn about the characteristics of

the objective function via sampling. The learning process can be implemented in

different ways, one of which is to use statistical techniques capable of inferring and

exploiting correlations with the aim of building a surrogate model which can provide
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an approximation of the value of a function at a given location.

In some cases, obtaining information about the system is costly. We re-

fer to these cases as expensive-to-evaluate due to the amount or type of resources

needed to acquire new information, which most often involves large investments,

long waiting times, human resources, or disruptions to a system. Expensive-to-

evaluate optimization problems are likely to arise, for example, when dealing with

complex simulations or in engineering design [Burl and Wang, 2009]. For instance,

improving the design of a wing, a nano-pipe, or a car frame, which is controlled by a

set of parameters that are to be optimized, usually involves running computational

fluid dynamics simulations that may take hours to run. In this example, the cost is

measured in time. Another common scenario is the identification of promising re-

gions for mining, where data collection involves sending out workers for excavations,

chemical analyses or data processing. Not only is this time consuming but it also is

expensive in monetary terms.

Shan and Wang [2009] conclude that current research does not focus on try-

ing to directly model and understand black-box functions, but rather focuses on

improving sampling strategies and finding clever uses of the scarce observed data in

order to determine promising areas to explore. This coincides with the main topic

of the current thesis which is to determine efficient sequential sampling policies and

to study their practical implementation under different situations. The sampling

strategies presented throughout this thesis are based on the well-studied field of

sequential Bayesian optimization, which is a general probabilistic approach for es-

timating unknown probability density functions in a recursive manner over time,

using data to update the estimated model progressively, as it becomes available.

The main contributions of this thesis are, first, a quantitative study showing

the benefits of finding the global maximum of the expected improvement, an aux-

iliary function that arises as part of the selected response-surface-aided sequential

optimizer. Second, the conception, design, analysis, and benchmark of SPEGO,

a response-surface-aided sequential sampling optimization algorithm that extends

the well established Efficient Global Optimization (EGO) algorithm. The proposed

extensions rely on the partition of the search space, reducing EGO’s cubic compu-
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tational complexity as a function of the number of samples, to linear, with only a

minor impact on the quality of the solutions it finds. And third, we propose the first

approach to track the global optima of dynamically changing optimization problems

by means of a surrogate-based global search algorithm.

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 starts by presenting a liter-

ature survey on response surface modeling, which reveals that the static version of

the black-box optimization problem has been extensively studied. Then, the nec-

essary terminology and notation to approach this problem is introduced, providing

the theoretical background and fundamental building blocks required to treat more

sophisticated versions of the problem in later chapters. Besides, the methodology

selected to benchmark the algorithms thoroughout the rest of the thesis is explained,

demonstrating its use by exploring the impact of an important parameter governing

the chosen sequential optimization algorithm.

In Chapter 3 we propose a new algorithm, based on space partitioning, so

as to accelerate the response surface aided sequential optimization process. After

introducing the main concepts for partitioning the space, different enhancements and

implementation decisions are tested through numerical experimentation. Then, the

proposed algorithm is benchmarked against both the original algorithm it extends,

and state of the art algorithms encountered in the literature.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the study of dynamic environments where, rather

than finding the global optimum, the goal is to track the changing optimum over

time. This chapter starts by presenting a literature review on dynamic optimization

of black-box functions, followed by the detailed presentation of several methods to

adapt the response surface based optimization techniques introduced in previous

chapters. Then, the performance of these methods is evaluated using a benchmark

specifically designed for dynamic environments, and a statistical study of the results

obtained through numeric experimentation is presented.

Finally, Chapter 5 provides some concluding notes and proposes future re-

search areas that would extend the work here presented.
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Chapter 2

Global optimization of

expensive-to-evaluate black-box

functions

As outlined in the introductory chapter, global optimization is a very broad term

which tackles the problem of finding the best solution, in the solution set, of an

objective function. Best, in this context and without loss of generality, refers to

either the minimum or the maximum of such an objective function, depending on

the nature of the problem at hand.

The field of global optimization is vast, and the problems it addresses vary

so much that many sub-fields have emerged. A good survey on recent advances in

some sub-fields of global optimization can be found in Floudas and Gounaris [2008].

Since the main focus of the current thesis is to study efficient strategies

for finding the global optima of deterministic functions of which the structure is

not known, and which are expensive to evaluate, we devote this first chapter to

introduce the basic concepts that arise in the context of this specific sub-field of

optimization. More specifically, we present a review of the state of the art of the

existing methodologies, we establish the terminology that will be used throughout

the remainder of the thesis, and we justify the selection of a good response surface

methodology coupled with a sequential algorithm to be used as a base to develop new

ideas that are proposed in the following chapters. In particular, Section 2.1 sets the
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context of the current research with respect to the whole field of global optimization,

and points to related techniques that have been applied to solve similar problems.

In Section 2.2, the concept of design of experiments is outlined, which, together with

the response surface methodologies introduced and studied in Section 2.3, serve as a

starting point to understand the idea behind sequential sampling for optimization.

Since sequential sampling for optimization is at the core of the ideas discussed

all throughout this thesis, it is explained in detail in Section 2.4, where different

approaches are compared, and justifications for the selected method are provided.

Then, the subproblem arising when choosing new locations to sample is thoroughly

addressed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, the latter serving as well to introduce a widely

accepted benchmark and useful performance measures. Finally, some concluding

notes and remarks are given in Section 2.7.

2.1 Global optimization of expensive-to-evaluate black-

box functions

In a recent article, Sörensen [2013] proposed that algorithms for global optimization

can be classified into three categories (exact algorithms, heuristic algorithms, and

approximation algorithms), explaining that exact algorithms guarantee to find an

optimal solution in a finite amount of time, whereas heuristics do not provide this

guarantee at all, and approximation methods can only guarantee to find a solution

within some arbitrary precision of the real optimum. While this classification is

accurate, it fails to consider algorithms that guarantee finding optimal solutions in

infinite time, which are usually stochastic methods (e.g. simulated annealing [Kirk-

patrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi, 1983]), or space filling iterative methods such as the one

that is the subject of study in this thesis and for which Locatelli [1997] presented a

proof of convergence in infinite time. However, care must be taken when considering

infinite time horizons, and for practical purposes, algorithms falling in this category

shall be considered heuristics.

The term black-box describes a system of which the internal functioning and

implementation are not known, and can therefore only be explored in terms of the
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responses obtained for the provided inputs. Due to the lack of an analytic expression

for black-box objective functions, methods requiring an analytic expression of the

objective function or of its gradient can not be applied. This leaves heuristics and

approximation methods as the only approaches for optimizing black boxes. There is

a plethora of heuristics and approximation methods that have been proposed. Below

only some of the most widespread and commonly found in literature are briefly

explained, and a deeper review on approximation methods is left for Section 2.3.

• Pure random sampling (PRS): Points within the feasible space are sampled

uniformly at random. This is applicable to most problems since no assump-

tions need to be made about the search space. Nevertheless, this approach

tends to be very slow since no adaptation nor learning about the structure

of the problem at hand is done. For a review on these methods and proof of

convergence, see Solis and Wets [1981].

• Simulated annealing (SA): First proposed by Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi

[1983], this algorithm, which mimics the annealing process of solids, explores

the search space by always accepting local movements towards states with

better solutions and accepting local movements towards states with worse so-

lutions with a positive probability that decreases according to a predefined

schedule. Being able to accept movements with worse solutions is what pre-

vents the algorithm from getting trapped in local optima, and allows a more

extensive search of the optimal solution. As in PRS, no explicit adaptation nor

learning is done during the search process, although local structure is exploited

through local movements towards better states.

• Evolutionary algorithms (EA): As explained by Spears, de Jong, and Bäck

[1993], the term EA is a term used to refer to a variety of heuristic algorithms

inspired by the processes of natural evolution, and amongst others, includes

genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, and genetic programming. Al-

though they differ in the details and in many aspects, all these algorithms share

the basic idea of keeping a population of individuals which evolves according

to some rules of selection such as mutations and crossovers. With the aim of

optimizing a given problem, the individuals of the population are evaluated
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according to a fitness function so that the fittest individuals under such a mea-

sure are somehow given preference to survive and/or reproduce. Mutations

and crossover, being random, help avoiding premature local convergence.

• Response surface modeling: Unlike all the previous outlined methods which at

best use some sort of memory to keep track of good regions within the feasible

space, creating a response surface using the available data allows learning of

the structure of the landscape by studying the existing correlations amongst

observations. Different techniques for doing so exist, and in general they in-

volve some type of regression which is used for the inference part (fitting a

response surface to the data), and a criterion to select where the new obser-

vations shall be made based on the inferred surface. Exploiting the structure

of the landscape provides an advantage to this technique when compared to

the previously mentioned optimization techniques, which is a great advantage

when dealing with a limited number of samples. However, this advantage

comes at the cost of having to spend more time and computational effort in

both building the response surface, and selecting the locations for the next

observations. Since response surface based optimization is a central topic of

this thesis, a more thorough discussion can be found in Section 2.3.

2.2 Initial design of experiments for sequential sam-

pling optimization

In a broad sense, design of experiments (DoE) is a systematic method for selecting

which data should be collected and how it should be collected during an experiment,

usually with the goal of inferring as much information as possible from the responses

obtained subject to a fixed budget in terms of number of samples. More traditional

DoE focuses on selecting the data collection points before the experiment starts (off-

line) while sequential sampling dynamically selects the location of the next sample

each time new data is available (on-line). However, even the latter requires a few

samples before it can actually build a useful model to start the on-line process for

selecting the next most promising location.
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Methods for selecting this initial set of samples have been widely studied

under the umbrella of DoE. These methods assume a budget, measured for instance

in number of samples to be taken, that we shall call λ, and aim to distribute them

throughout the feasible space so as to obtain as much information as possible. De-

pending on how information is characterized, this leads to different criteria to be

optimized. However, since most of the response surface enhanced optimization mod-

els require only a reduced number of initial samples to start the infill process1, these

methods do not have much influence on the final result. So we describe only three

settings popular in both the DoE and the sequential optimization communities, but

point the interested reader to Pukelsheim [2006] for a thorough enumeration of DoE

criteria with detailed definitions.

• Random sampling (RS): Points are drawn uniformly at random from the fea-

sible space, without any restriction. This might lead to some samples being

close to each other and to leave some regions unexplored. No partitioning of

the space is required, and it is straightforward to implement.

• Stratification, or stratified sampling (SS): The feasible space is first partitioned

into disjoint strata (or regions), and then random sampling is applied in each

stratum with a local sampling budget proportional to the size of the region.

Using this technique, all regions of the feasible space will be represented. In

some cases, the partitions might be meaningful and arise naturally from the

problem at hand, however, when dealing with generic black-box functions the

partitions might seem arbitrary. Raj [1968] offers a deeper explanation on

this technique. SS designs can require a very large number of samples when

dealing with a large number of dimensions.

• Latin hypercube sampling (LHS): Introduced by McKay, Beckman, and Conover

[1979], the idea is to divide each input variable (or dimension) into ranges so

as to create partitions of the feasible space, and then choose in which regions

to get the samples. The selection of the regions to be sampled must satisfy the

1In this context, infill process refers to the action of selecting the locations at which observations
are to be made, one by one, in order to complement the initial DoE. This process is used when
performing sequential optimization with the goal of finding the global optimum with as few samples
as possible, which is formally addressed in Section 2.4
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Latin hypercube property, which means that exactly one sample of each range

will be randomly taken. This is the generalization to many dimensions of the

Latin square sampling method [Raj, 1968]. In doing so, LHS ensures not only

that —when considering a given single dimension— all portions of the feasible

space are sampled, but also that each of the ranges from all the input variables

are represented. Since LHS does not aim to sample all the regions created by

the intersection of the chosen ranges in all dimensions simultaneously —unlike

SS—, the number of samples required to create a sampling design remains

relatively low even for a large number of dimensions.

In general, DoE techniques aim to distribute the samples in order to get

the best approximation of the whole space, but this does not necessarily help when

seeking to optimize an expensive-to-evaluate black-box function since the interest is

rather in obtaining good approximations only around the good regions, and ideally,

samples should not be wasted in accurately modeling bad regions. This is why

we focus on sequential sampling strategies which, given an initial design, provide a

location for the next most promising sample. So, in the remainder of this chapter,

the initial design is obtained using random sampling, with a budget for this initial

stage large enough only to allow for fitting a response surface model, and the use of

LHS as an initial DoE is delayed to Chapter 3.

2.3 Gaussian processes as response surfaces

for optimization

Response surfaces (or surrogate models) are approximations of an objective function

created using available data, and are the output of some sort of regression. These

models are used when a direct measurement of the function is not practical, for

instance, if each measurement is expensive to obtain in time, money, or any other

cost unit.

Many different techniques to build response surfaces have emerged in the

recent years, so in this section we first review some of the most widely used response

surface techniques, and then present the one of our choice, Gaussian processes (GP),

in detail.
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2.3.1 Response surface methodologies

Response surface optimization has now been studied for a long time, and many

techniques have been proposed, some of which have been enhanced, refined, and

tailored for specific problems throughout the years. However, the basic techniques

for fitting response surfaces remains the same and in most of the cases falls within

one of the following classes.

Polynomial regression (PR) is perhaps the oldest response surface method,

dating back to 1805 and 1809 when Legendre and Gauss independently proposed

it, but it was not until the 20th century that it was popularized as a DoE method

[Smith, 1918]. Other techniques include, but are not limited to, least interpolating

polynomials (LIP) [Boor and Ron, 1990], multivariate adaptive regression splines

(MARS) [Friedman, 1991], artificial neural networks (ANN) [Papadrakakis, Lagaros,

and Tsompanakis, 1998], support vector machines (SVM) [Drucker, Burges, Kauf-

man et al., 1997; Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000], radial basis functions (RBF)

[Dyn, Levin, and Rippa, 1986; Fang and Horstemeyer, 2006], and GP (also known

as kriging) [Jones, Schonlau, and Welch, 1998].

Comprehensive and detailed surveys on response surface modelling for global

optimization are provided by Jones [2001],Wang and Shan [2007], Shan and Wang

[2009], and Lim, Jin, Member et al. [2010].

2.3.2 Gaussian processes

One reason to choose GP as a method to build response surfaces is that it is a

non-parametric regression technique, which is an advantage over methods like PR,

LIP, and MARS when dealing with black-box functions. Furthermore, GP provide

analytical tractability not only for the predictions but also for the confidence on its

predictions, an essential requirement for the Efficient Global Optimization algorithm

to work (to be introduced in Section 2.4.2), which SVM and ANN can not provide.

Finally, GP set a natural framework to incorporate old information for the dynamic

case as is proposed in Section 4.2.

GP, just like all the other techniques, take as an input a set of observations

(the dataset) that we shall denote as D, which is composed by N ∈ N pairs of

a D-dimensional (D ∈ N) vector of independent variables (xn ∈ RD) and their
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corresponding observed response, or dependent variable, yn ∈ R. The available

observations in D, which is defined as

D = {(xn, yn)Nn=1} = {X,Y}, (2.1)

are considered a training set, from which the model learns. As an output,

the model aims to provide a prediction or estimate of the dependent variable ŷp ∈ R

at any other test point xp ∈ RD.

Formally, a GP is fully defined by a mean function which allows introduction

of any prior information available into the model, and a covariance function (or

kernel) which expresses the scaled correlation between the data points [Rasmussen

and Williams, 2006]. As a result of applying GP for regression to a dataset, we

obtain a random function f` distributed as a Gaussian process with mean function

m(x), and covariance function k(x,x′), which is denoted as

f` ∼ GP(m(x), k(x,x)). (2.2)

Unless otherwise stated, throughout this thesis, a zero mean prior function

m(x) = 0 (2.3)

and the squared exponential covariance function

k(x,x′) = σ2
f exp

(
−

D∑
d=1

(xd − x′d)2

2`2d

)
+ σ2

nδ(x,x
′) (2.4)

are used, where δ(x,x′) is the Kronecker delta function, and is defined as

δ(x,x′) =

 0 if x 6= x′

1 if x = x′.
(2.5)

The zero mean prior function is chosen —without loss of generality— to

simplify the equations, however this is not a requirement, and arbitrary mean prior

functions can be used, as it is done in Section 4.2.7. The kernel function can be

viewed as a measure of distance or correlation between data points, which is to be
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calculated for every possible pair of samples and gives rise to the covariance matrix

K. However, the covariance matrix will typically have some free parameters that,

lacking any prior knowledge, can only be estimated from the data. Considering

Equation (2.4), there are D + 2 parameters to be learnt. These parameters include

the signal variance σ2
f ∈ R which determines the maximum covariance of the process,

the measurement noise variance σ2
n ∈ R which quantifies how noisy the process

generating the samples is and can be set to zero for the deterministic case, and a

characteristic length-scale for each dimension `̀̀ = [`1, ..., `D] ∈ RD which dictates in

what measure two data samples correlate to each other as a function of the distance

separating them. For convenience, we aggregate all the parameters in the vector

θθθ = [σ2
f , σ

2
n, `̀̀] ∈ RD+2. (2.6)

A common way for estimating θθθ is to choose the set of parameters θθθ∗ that

maximize the probability of the data being generated by a GP given such a set of

parameters. This can be done by maximizing the marginal likelihood, or equiva-

lently, the marginal log-likelihood of the parameters given the data, which is given

by

log(L (θθθ|D)) = −1

2
YTK(θθθ)−1Y − 1

2
log |K(θθθ)| − N

2
log(2π), (2.7)

where special emphasis is put on how the covariance matrix depends on the chosen

parameters by explicitly writing the dependency down. θθθ∗ can then be defined as

θθθ∗ = argmax
θθθ

(
log(L (θθθ|D))

)
. (2.8)

Once the parameters have been estimated by solving Equation (2.8), we can

now calculate the kernel matrix that characterizes the process as

K =


k(x1,x1) · · · k(x1,xN )

...
. . .

...

k(xN ,x1) · · · k(xN ,xN )

 . (2.9)

To estimate the objective function value at a new point xp, K is augmented
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to include this additional data point, leading to

Kp =


K k(x1,xp)

...

k(xp,x1) · · · k(xp,xp)

 . (2.10)

Then, the expected value for our prediction ŷp is given by

ŷp = m(x) + k(xp,X)K−1Y, (2.11)

and the confidence about that estimate by

σ2 = V ar[yp] = k(xp,xp)− k(xp,X)K−1k(xp,X)T , (2.12)

where k(xp,X) is a vector of the kernel function applied to xp paired to each point

in X. This allows us to characterize the prediction of the outcome yp at the test

point xp with a normal distribution rather than with a single value, which can be

written as

yp ∼ N (ŷp, σ
2). (2.13)

A complete and formal description on GP is provided by Rasmussen and

Williams [2006], and by MacKay [2003].

2.4 Sequential optimization

As pointed out in Section 2.2, when looking for the optimum of expensive-to-evaluate

black-box functions, it might not be desirable to waste resources getting samples

from non-promising areas, but rather to focus on regions that are more likely to

contain the global optimum. The sequential sampling paradigm, as opposed to DoE

where samples are chosen in one stage, achieves this by following the principle of

allocating the resources in the most promising regions, however, it poses the problem

of quantifying the goodness for the sample candidates. On the one hand, a candidate

sample could be considered good if we anticipate that the response obtained at such
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location will be better than what has already been observed, in which case the

available knowledge would be exploited. But on the other hand, a candidate sample

might be sought as valuable based on how much information about unexplored

regions it would contribute, which might lead to future better decisions. As in

many other areas of optimization, we face a natural trade-off between exploration

and exploitation, which for the problem in question has been addressed by proposing

different figures of merit aiming to balance this trade-off.

All of the figures of merit presented here require a way for predicting the

response value at all points in the considered space, and most of them require a

way for quantifying the level of uncertainty of the predictions made based on the

available information. Furthermore, they assume D contains enough samples to fit

the required model, which we refer to as surrogate model or response surface, so

that it can be used to make predictions.

2.4.1 Sequential sampling policies

A naive way to choose the next best (or most promising) sample is to find the global

optimum of the surrogate model and choose it as the next sample to be evaluated.

This greedy strategy focuses purely on exploitation and fails to explore the solution

space which makes it quite likely to get stuck in local optima.

A far better use of the surrogate, as shown by Jones, Schonlau, and Welch

[1998], is to sample where the expected improvement (EI) is maximized. This is,

for every point in space, the probability of observing a better candidate than the

current best known is estimated based on the uncertainty of the available predic-

tor, and is used together with the magnitude of the improvement to calculate the

EI at each point. Then, the next sample is proposed to be taken where the EI

is maximized. Schonlau [1998] proved that the EI criterion is equivalent to the

one-step-ahead optimal sampling policy of the general n-step Bayesian global opti-

mization proposed by Mockus [1994], but which is computationally infeasible. This

technique is called Efficient Global Optimization (EGO) and, due to its simplicity

in concept and good performance, has become a popular choice in literature with

many variations and adaptations. A more detailed and technical treatment of EGO

is provided in Section 2.4.2.
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An information theory approach which accounts for the overall information

gain on the optimizer obtained from a new evaluation has also been presented. This

is known as informational approach to global optimization (IAGO), and uses con-

ditional entropy as a measure for information [Villemonteix, Vazquez, Sidorkiewicz

et al., 2008; Villemonteix, Vazquez, and Walter, 2008]. The main advantage of

IAGO is that it is able to quantify the amount of information obtained by a can-

didate sample, considering every possible outcome of the observation while taking

into account the possible correlations with the rest of the samples, which allows it to

select the point which maximizes the information acquisition. However, two main

disadvantages must be highlighted. First, it requires the sample space to be dis-

cretized and then to evaluate the conditional entropy at each possible location, which

makes it computationally infeasible for high dimensional problems. And second, by

maximizing the information acquisition it concentrates mainly in exploration, which

makes it suitable for obtaining a good approximation of the entire landscape but

not necessarily for finding the global optimum in a reduced number of samples.

More recently, a generalization of EGO based on a dynamic programming

approach known as knowledge gradient-policy for correlated beliefs (KGCB) was

proposed by Frazier, Powell, and Dayanik [2008, 2009], and then extended for the

continuous case by Scott, Frazier, and Powell [2011] under the name of knowledge

gradient for continuous parameters policy (KGCP). Before taking any new sample,

KGCP estimates a new response surrogate for a given possible sample (one step look

ahead), and then compares the maximum of this anticipated estimation with the

current maximum of the initial surface (as opposed to the maximum observed value

used in EGO) in order to calculate the expected gain that would have been achieved

had a particular sample been taken. Even with the approximations introduced in

Scott, Frazier, and Powell [2011], this technique is computationally very intensive

due to the necessity of having to fit a new GP for each potential candidate sample.

The remaining work on this thesis is based on EGO because it is well es-

tablished in the field and has proven to be useful in a wide variety of applications,

requires far less computational resources than KGCP, and provides a more analyti-

cally tractable framework than IAGO.
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2.4.2 Efficient Global Optimization

EGO looks for the sample that maximizes the expected improvement with respect

to the currently best known sample, which is possible to calculate because the GP

provides an analytic expression of the probability distribution for each predicted

value.

Assuming we face a minimization problem, if we follow the notation from

Section 2.3.2, and given D, we are able to make a prediction of a response value

at any input xn ∈ RD in the form of a normal distribution (Eq. 2.13). In order to

calculate the expected improvement E[Ixp(y)] (Eq. 2.16) at the test point xp, the

best observed value so far y∗ = minNi=1(yi), is taken as a reference. Then, the EI is

given by the probability of the predicted value

Pyp(y) =
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
− 1

2

(
y − ŷp
σ

)2
)

(2.14)

times the obtained improvement

Ixp(y) = max(y∗ − y, 0) (2.15)

integrated over all possible values better than y∗. Put together, this gives rise to

E[Ixp(y)] =

∫ y∗

−∞
Ixp(y)Pyp(y)dy

=(y∗ − ŷp)Φ
(y∗ − ŷp

σ

)
+ σφ

(y∗ − ŷp
σ

)
,

(2.16)

where Φ denotes the cumulative density function of the normal distribution,

and φ is its probability density function. The next sample xn+1 is finally taken where

the expected improvement is maximized, i.e. following

xn+1 = argmax
xp∈RD

(
E[Ixp(y)]

)
(2.17)

and, together with the observed response, is added to D. Figure 2.1 illustrates the

concept of EI calculated at two different points for the 1 dimensional case.

This sampling strategy has proven to be successful in a variety of applications
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Figure 2.1: Expected improvement illustration for a 1D function. Fig. 2.1a shows
an unknown function (bold continuous line) from which 5 samples are observed
(white circles) and are used to fit a GP, whose mean and ±1 standard deviation
confidence interval are represented by the shadowed area with a dashed thick line.
Two locations (white triangles) are chosen to illustrate the EI calculation. First, the
best observed sample (minimum in this case) is taken as a reference (thin horizontal
line), and then for each candidate, the probability of improvement is calculated.
For the two selected points for this example, this probability of improvement is
shown in Fig. 2.1b as two different overlapping shaded regions. Finally, the expected
improvement (Eq. 2.16) is presented for all x in Fig. 2.1c, where it can be seen that
the EI is maximized for x∗ = 32, which should be considered as the next most
promising sample.
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for static problems [Biermann, Weinert, and Wagner, 2008]. Nevertheless, finding

the global maximum of the EI is a challenging task, since it can be a highly multi-

modal function, so in the next section we propose how to do so in a practical manner.

2.5 Expected improvement maximization

So far, it would seem that all EGO does is to replace the original problem of finding

the global optimum of a (potentially multi-modal) function with a series of problems

of the same kind, since the EI needs to be maximized at each iteration. However,

challenging as it might be to maximize the EI, it is important to keep in mind that

evaluations of the EI improvement function are relatively very cheap as compared

to the original expensive-to-evaluate black-box function, which means that more

traditional methods can be applied.

2.5.1 Expected improvement maximization techniques

Jones, Schonlau, and Welch [1998] originally proposed to use a branch-and-bound

algorithm2 to maximize the EI for low dimensional problems, and a limited memory

version of the same algorithm for higher dimension problems. Later, Jones [2001]

proposed to use a multi-start local maximization method where the starting points

are chosen according to an heuristic based on finding midpoints of line segments

connecting pairs of sampled points. This method was first mentioned by Schonlau

[1998] but not explained.

More recent implementations of EGO usually either do not mention the pro-

cedure used to solve this auxiliary problem, or just mention the technique. For

example, Ranjan, Bingham, and Michailidis [2008] uses a genetic algorithm fine-

tuned with a local hill climber, and Kleijnen, Beers, and Nieuwenhuyse [2011] use

either “a space-filling design with candidate points or a global optimizer such as the

genetic algorithm in Forrester, Sobester, and Keane [2008] (p. 78.)”.

Perhaps, this omission is due to the fact that Mockus [1994] stated that

“...there is no need for exact minimization of the risk function. We can use some

simplest methods such as Monte Carlo...”, where risk function refers to a generalized

version of the EI. This statement was repeated then by Schonlau [1998]. In order

2The details of the bounding are well detailed in the paper, but they are not sketched for the
branching part of the algorithm
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to explore whether this statement is true, in the remaining of this section we devise

a simple experiment to test this hypothesis.

2.5.2 Testing the need for good quality EI optimizers

In order to test the impact of finding the global optimum of the EI function, we devise

a simple experimental set-up, where the goal is to maximize a 1-dimensional multi-

modal objective function through sequential optimization starting with λ = 4 initial

random samples, and implementing the EGO algorithm to progressively choose the

next sampling locations.

Two sets of experiments are considered. The first set consists of three ex-

periments using different quality solutions for the EI according to the ranking. To

do this, at each iteration of the EGO algorithm, when the EI shall be maximized,

all the local maxima are found, ranked in decreasing order, and called the kth best

solution (k = 1 being the global optimum). The three experiments in the first set

are for k = {1, 2, 3}.

The second set has only two experiments of which one is the reference ex-

periment (k = 1), and the second one alternates randomly, with equal probability,

between k = 1 and k = 2, so as to simulate what would happen with a maximiza-

tion method that finds the global optimum half of the time, while the other half still

returns a good solution (second best local maximum).

Unlike in higher dimensions, finding all the local maxima of a function and

ranking them can be done by exhaustive search using a discretization of the space

whose resolution is fine enough to capture all the characteristics of the EI function,

which for this experiment can safely be assumed to be smooth, given that it is based

on a GP with squared exponential kernel (Eq. 2.4). We consider a local maximum

to be any x for which the associated EI value is strictly greater than both of its

neighboring points in the discretized space. This is why we restrict this experiment

to the 1 dimensional case.

The chosen objective function is

f(x) = max
p=[1...P ]

(
hp

wp(x− x∗p)2 + 1

)
, x ∈ [0, 100], (2.18)
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(e) Precision level f∆ = 10−3
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Figure 2.2: Figs. 2.2a through 2.2e compare the performance of three implementa-
tions of the EGO algorithm using the ECDF (see Section 2.6.2 for a full explanation
on this error measure). The blue line stands for the implementation using the
global maximum of the EI (k = 1), the green line for the one using the second
best (k = 2), and the red line for the one using the third best local maximum of
the EI (k = 3). Each sub-figure presents the results for different precision levels
(f∆ = {101, 100, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3}). For all considered cases, the implementation
where k = 1 largely outperforms the rest. Fig. 2.2f compares the performance of
the reference implementation (k = 1) through all the considered precision levels.
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(b) Precision level f∆ = 100
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(c) Precision level f∆ = 10−1
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(d) Precision level f∆ = 10−2
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(e) Precision level f∆ = 10−3

Figure 2.3: ECDF plots (see Section 2.6.2 for a full explanation on this er-
ror measure) comparing the EGO implementation for the reference case (blue
line), where the best peak of the EI is used (k = 1), and the case where ei-
ther the best or second best local maximum of the EI are used with proba-
bility 1

2 respectively (k ∼ U({1, 2})) (green line) for different precision levels
(f∆ = {101, 100, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3}). At all considered precision levels, using the
best solution for the EI provides a noticeable advantage.
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a combination of P inverse squared exponentials, each contributing with a peak (or

local maximum) and parametrized by its corresponding width (wp ∈ R+), height

(hp ∈ R+), and peak location (x∗p ∈ R). This function is also used by the Mov-

ing Peaks Benchmark, which is explained in detail in Section 4.3.1 and was first

introduced in Branke [1999].

To ensure the results are statistically significant, R = 20 replications are

run for each number of peaks P ∈ [1 . . . 6]. We refer to each individual combina-

tion of number of peaks and random realization of parameters as an instance, and

to the aggregate of all replications for all number of peaks as an experiment. At

each instance, the function parameters are drawn from a uniform random distribu-

tion, ensuring that the same instances are presented across different experiments,

as follows:

hp ∼ U [30, 70], (2.19)

wp ∼ U [0.01, 1], and (2.20)

x∗p ∼ U [0, 100]. (2.21)

To evaluate the performance of each implementation, we use a precision tar-

get f∗∆, defined as the real global maximum of the objective function f∗ minus an

acceptable precision level ∆f . For a given precision level, we can then measure

the number of evaluations it took the optimizer to find the global optimum of the

objective function up to this precision level. By tracking the number of function

evaluations required to achieve a precision target for every instance, we can then

build the empirical cumulative density function (ECDF), which enables for fair and

straightforward comparisons among different optimization methods. Further expla-

nations and justifications for this performance method are given in Section 2.6.2.

Both experiments were run for different precision levels (f∆ = {101, 100, 10−1,

10−2, 10−3}). The result of the first set of experiments is presented in Figure 2.2

where Figure 2.2a through 2.2e show how the optimizer using the global optimum

of the EI at each iteration (k = 1) largely outperforms those using the second and

third best by having found the global optima at all times in less than 80 function

evaluations even for f∆ = 10−3, while the two others can not find it in some oc-
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Figure 2.4: Number of local maxima found in the EI function with a discretization
grid of step 10−5 throughout the second set of experiments as a function of the
number of observations used to build the response surface. Error bars represent ±1
standard error. The decreasing number of local maxima in the EI function towards
the end of the experiment is due to a finite size effect.

casions even after 180 function evaluations. Such a large difference occurs because

the optimizer is pushed away from the region where the global maximum is, by not

allowing it to sample ever at the most promising region. This bias is what motivated

the second set of experiments, whose results are presented in Figure 2.3 where the

difference between the reference experiment and the one choosing randomly, with

equal probability, between the best and second best local maximum of the EI, is less

pronounced, yet still noticeable across the tested precision levels.

As a reference, Figure 2.4 shows the number of local maxima found in the

EI function throughout the second set of experiments as a function of the num-

ber of observations used to build the response surface, using a discretization grid

one order of magnitude finer (10−5) than the stopping criterion precision of 10−4.

The decreasing number of local maxima in the EI function towards the end of the

experiment is due to a finite size effect, since simulations converge at different rates.

In an uncontrolled environment and for higher dimensions, it is unlikely that

an optimizer using a local hill climber with multiple starting locations chosen at

random would find the global optimum (or even the second best), given the highly
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multi-modal nature of the EI function (see Figure 2.6 for an illustration).

These simple experiments demonstrate that the EI maximization is an im-

portant part of the EGO algorithm, and suggest that enough care must be placed

during this task when implementing the EGO algorithm. This is why we devote

Section 2.6 to compare the impact of using different maximization techniques for

the EI in a more elaborated and widely accepted benchmark.

2.6 Selecting an EI maximization technique using the

Black-Box Optimization Benchmark

As shown in Section 2.5.2, it is important to find the global maximum of the EI,

however, allocating too many resources to this task would be time consuming. The

purpose of this section is to determine which optimization technique shall be used

throughout the remainder of this thesis when confronted with the EI maximization

auxiliary problem so as to take the most advantage out of it. To achieve a thor-

ough and fair comparison, we first introduce the black-box optimization benchmark

(BBOB), which provides a comprehensive set of functions and performance mea-

sures to quantify and compare numerical optimization methods. Then, we describe

in detail the algorithms to be compared along with the numeric implementation

details associated to them. Finally, the results of the experiments are presented and

analysed.

2.6.1 The Black-Box Optimization Benchmark

The BBOB provides a well-motivated single-objective set of benchmark functions,

designed to test different aspects of numeric global optimizers along with some

suggested performance measures to facilitate the comparison of different algorithms.

Both, a deterministic (noiseless), and a stochastic (noisy) version of the functions are

proposed by BBOB, but only the former is considered for the experiments described

hereafter. The complete description of the benchmark, including the motivation,

implementation details, and justification for each function in the testbed can be

found in Hansen, Auger, Finck et al. [2010].

All the functions in the benchmark are scalable with the dimension and are
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defined for xn ∈ RD(D > 2), but they have an artificially chosen global optimum

(f∗) within the compact [−5, 5]D, which serves as bounds for the search space. By

providing an instance index to the functions (i ∈ {1, ..., 15}), different parametriza-

tions of the functions can be instantiated, allowing for the optimizers to be tested on

different versions of the same function so as to provide statistically relevant results.

BBOB considers 24 functions (f i1, ..., f
i
24), all of which are thoroughly explained in

Finck, Hansen, Ros et al. [2010], each contributing with a unique feature so that

valuable information about the tested algorithms can be extracted.

2.6.2 Performance measures

There are typically two methods of measuring the performance of the implementa-

tion of a numeric optimizer.

The first one is to fix a budget (measured in running time, function evalua-

tions, computational time, or any other cost unit), and then measure the quality of

the best outcome returned by the optimizer with respect to the real global optimum.

This seems close to real life needs, where it is often the case that there is a limited

budget to solve a particular problem of which the best possible value is not known3.

The second common option is to fix a desired quality of a solution to be

considered as optimal (target), and then measure the required budget to achieve it,

which requires to know in advance the global optimum of the function.

When solving an unknown problem, the former method is preferred, since

the latter would prove impractical due to the requirement of knowing the solution

in advance. However, the latter provides a quantitative interpretation of the per-

formance by allowing direct comparisons among algorithms. This is better sketched

in Figure 2.5, where the error (measured as the difference between the real global

optimum f∗ and the currently best known observation) is plotted as a function of

the number of evaluations for three different algorithms trying to optimize the same

function f . In this figure, fixing a target means choosing some acceptable level of

error, tracing a horizontal line at such level, and reading in the horizontal axis the

number of function evaluations required to reach the chosen target. For example,

3It could be the case that the optimal value of the objective function is known (e.g. from
theoretical reasons), but not the arguments of the function for which the function takes this optimal
value, so an optimization would still be required.
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Figure 2.5: Fixed target vs. fixed cost performance measurement.

if we were to compare the performances of the blue and the green optimizers at a

precision level of 10−3 —as shown by the thick horizontal line with arrows—, we

could read that the blue one requires 60 function evaluations to reach it, while the

green one needs 120, concluding that it took twice as many function evaluations to

the green one as compared to the blue one. This provides a quantitative comparison

that can not be achieved with the fixed budget performance measure. For instance,

say we fix the budget at 50 function evaluations (by tracing a vertical line), and

that we want to compare the same two optimizers. We would then read that, for

such a budget, the optimizers achieved an error of 0.003 and 0.5 respectively, which

does not give much insight in the relative performances. So, for benchmarking pur-

poses, since the global optimum is known, the fixed target method is preferred for

performance comparison.

The goal of evaluating the optimizers in a benchmark is to determine which

method should be preferred under unknown conditions. By collecting the resulting

performances after running each optimizer for several instances for each of the pro-

posed functions, we can aggregate the results and build the empirical cumulative

density function (ECDF). The ECDF is built by counting the number of instances

that reached a specified target at each number of function evaluations, which results
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Figure 2.6: Eight random samples in 2D (circles) with dashed lines showing how
the (hyper-)boxes are created. Figure 2.6a shows ζ = (|D| + 1)D = 81 randomly
allocated starting points (crosses), many of which fall in the same box, leaving other
boxes unexplored. Figure 2.6b allocates the same 81 starting points at the center of
each (hyper)-box generated by every two neighbor samples, according to the method
described in Section 2.6.3.

in a step function that jumps by 1
η at each of the η collected results. The ECDF

is a useful method for aggregating the observed performances because it can be in-

terpreted as the probability for the optimizer of finding the fixed target value. As

its name suggests, the ECDF is built on sample observations, and it is an unbiased

estimator of the fraction of successful runs at each time point (or number of function

evaluations). Moreover, it provides a practical and reliable way of comparing mean

performance of several algorithms. Figure 2.2f is an example of the ECDF used to

display the performance of one numeric optimizer for several precision targets, while

Figure 2.2e illustrates how the ECDF can be used to compare two different numeric

optimizers for a fixed precision target.

2.6.3 EI maximization algorithms comparison

Based on Section 2.5.1, the selected methods to be compared for maximizing the

EI criteria at each iteration of the EGO algorithm are random multi-start local hill

climbers, genetic algorithms, and the hyper-box method, all of which are described

below.
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• The random multi-start with local hill climbers (RMS) method is a stan-

dard and generic approach used in global optimization when no information

about the function to be optimized is available [Solis and Wets, 1981]. This

method selects ζ locations at random, uniformly distributed throughout the

domain space, to be used as starting points of local optimizers. Each local op-

timizer implements the Nelder-Mead method (or simplex algorithm) [Nelder

and Mead, 1965]. A disadvantage of this method to maximize the EI is that, as

observations are incorporated to D, new local maxima can be created between

neighboring samples. Jones, Schonlau, and Welch [1998] explicitly discour-

age the use of this method for the same reason. Even with a large number of

starting points for the local hill climbers, the probability of leaving unexplored

at least one hyper-box (defined by a pair of neighboring samples), increases

exponentially with the cardinality of D, as is illustrated in Figure 2.6a.

• The hyper-box multi-start with local hill climbers (HB) method exploits the

structure of the EI function by selecting the starting points at the center of

each hyper box created by every pair of neighbor samples, which requires ζ =

(|D|+1)D starting points. Their initial step size is chosen such that each local

hill climber, implementing the Nelder-Mead method as well, does not leave

its corresponding hyper-box in the first step, forcing it to explore the locality.

This method is still a heuristic and does not guarantee to find the global

maximum of the EI, but it shows better performance than random multi-start

locations. An illustration of the HB method for a 2 dimensional problem is

shown in Figure 2.6b. The HB sampling method is loosely based on a method

originally proposed by Jones [2001], which is shortly sketched in the Appendix,

however, such a method is based on finding the midpoints of line segments

connecting pairs of sampled points, and then applying a clustering method,

while the HB method generates a starting point in between any possible pair

of samples.

• The genetic algorithm (GA) method starts by generating an initial set of so-

lutions called population, which are selected uniformly at random from the

whole search space. The initial population is then evaluated using the objec-
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tive function (EI in this case), and the individuals of this initial population

are ranked according to their performance (or fitness). The algorithm then

creates a sequence of new populations, which are called generations. At each

step, the new population is created based on the population of the previ-

ous generation by creating three different types of children. The first type is

elite based, and is performed simply by selecting the 2 best individuals of the

previous population. The second type, generated by crossover, accounts for

80% of the population and is the result of randomly selecting pairs of par-

ents out of the entire pool of individuals from the previous generation, with

a distribution reflecting the individual’s fitness, and combining their vector

components (genes) through a weighted average with random weights. This

procedure is known as scattered crossover. The final type of children are gen-

erated by mutation, which accounts for the remainder of the population. This

is done by randomly selecting single parents from the same distribution as in

the crossover operation, and adding Gaussian noise to them with zero mean

and and standard deviation 1. The whole process is then repeated for several

generations.

In order to make the number of EI function evaluations simple to compare,

the population size and the number of generations for which the process is

repeated are kept constant for the experiments described in this chapter. The

number of generations and the population size are calculated so that the total

number of EI function evaluations used by the RMS method can be attained.

From the experiments performed, it was calculated that 400 generations, each

of 400 individuals, satisfy this requirement. Nevertheless, for further chapters,

we propose to dynamically adjust these parameters depending on the size

of the problem to be solved. So, in Chapter 3, instead of using a constant

size for the population and the number of generations, these parameters are

set to
⌈
υ
√
ND

⌉
, where the user defined EI maximization budget constant υ

is inferred from the data collected during the experiments performed at the

current stage (comparison between HB, RMS, and GA).

Since the real interest is not in maximizing the auxiliary problem, but rather

in finding the technique which best enhances the search of the main problem at
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a reasonable cost, a direct comparison of the performance of these three methods

would not provide much insight. Besides, comparing absolute values of the EI across

different instances or different algorithms is not meaningful since the EI is a function

relative to the course of action taken (observed samples). Furthermore, as opposed

to the functions of the benchmark, the global maximum of the EI at each iteration

is not known, which discards the possibility of using fixed target performance mea-

sures.

Instead, we propose to use an indirect measurement to asses the performance

of the maximization methods in question by fixing the number of evaluations of the

EI function allowed, and measuring the performance achieved by the whole EGO

optimizer on the BBOB functions. In this way, the fixed target performance measure

explained in Section 2.6.2 can be used.

For the RMS method, the number of starting points can be arbitrarily se-

lected, and this is chosen to match the number of starting points required by the

HB method, which has a fixed number of starting points at each iteration. Yet, for

either of these methods, the total number of function evaluations4 of the EI can

not be fixed, since it depends on how many of them are required by each local hill

climber to converge.

To achieve a fair comparison, we keep track of how many EI function eval-

uations are used, on average, throughout an entire run of the BBOB functions by

the RMS and the HB methods, and use the maximum of this number to set the

maximum budget for the GA method. This turns out to be equivalent to a popu-

lation size of 400 individuals and 400 generations, on average, which are the values

used for these experiments. With an equivalent maximum budget now specified,

the whole experiment can be run. The selected functions from the BBOB for this

experiment are f i1, f
i
2, f

i
5, f

i
7, f

i
8, f

i
9, f

i
14, f

i
19, f

i
21, and f i22 (i ∈ {1, ..., 15}). The reason

for restricting the study to these functions is provided in Section 2.6.4. All the

optimizers start with a random uniform set of λ = 4 observations, and are allowed

to run for up to N = 80 samples. The complete description of the benchmark,

including the motivation, implementation details, and justification for each function

4The total number of EI function evaluations is the sum of the EI function evaluations performed
throughout the full sequential sampling experiment.
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in the testbed can be found in Hansen, Auger, Finck et al. [2010].

The results of the experiment comparing the three proposed methods for

maximizing the EI within the EGO algorithm are presented in Figure 2.7 for six

precision levels. It is observed that in all cases the HB method outperforms the

others, with the RMS coming in second place, and the GA consistently in last place.

However, it is to be highlighted that, even if the GA method was allowed as many

function evaluations as the other two methods, an additional stopping criteria of

the GA algorithm, which prevents the algorithm from continuing if the relative

improvement over the best fitness value from one generation to the next is less

than the specified tolerance (here 10−6), decided to stop before, saving a significant

amount of computational effort. More precisely, the GA method used less than 10%

of the total number of EI function evaluations with respect to the number used

by either the RMS or HB methods. Furthermore, by tracking the number of EI

function evaluations performed at each EI maximization iteration, we can fit the EI

maximization budget to be used in later experiments, which from the obtained data

was found to be υ = 25.

In order to verify these results, an additional experiment, in which the budget

of EI function evaluations is limited by the number required by the GA method,

is proposed as a control experiment. To impose the limit on the number of EI

function evaluations to match the one used by the GA method by the RMS and

HB methods (on average), we track the average number of EI function evaluations

performed by each local hill climber, and then determine the number of allowed

starting points assuming each local hill climber would require the average number

of EI function evaluations. For the RMS method, the number of starting locations

can be naturally set. However, the HB method requires a fixed number of starting

points. This leads to two different possible solutions, both of which are tested.

The first one picks a fixed number of starting locations for the local hill climbers

at random from the full set of initial starting points as determined by the original

HB method. The second one, uses the full set of starting locations, but limits the

total number of steps that each local hill climber is allowed. The results of this

experiment are shown in Figure 2.8, which shows that the best strategy is the HB

method with limited number of EI function evaluations but using all the required
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Figure 2.7: ECDF as a function of the number of objective function evaluations
comparing, at different precisions, three methods (RMS, HB, and GA) used to
optimize the EI auxiliary problem of the EGO algorithm applied to a subset of the
BBOB functions, in 2D. The HB method outperforms the others, however, the total
number of EI function evaluations used by GA is less than 10% of either of the two
other methods.
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available starting points. Given that the number of required starting points scales

exponentially with the dimensionality of the problem, the HB method —even with

restricted budget for each local hill climber— is not recommended for maximizing

the EI when dealing with problems of higher dimensionality.

2.6.4 Practical implementation details

When implementing the algorithms described in the previous sections, some consid-

erations must be taken into account, which we address in the following paragraphs

and are related to the GP parameter fitting, to the selection of the initial sample

size, to the selection of a subset of functions from the BBOB, and to the reason why

we restrict the study in this chapter to the 2 dimensional case.

Gaussian process parameter estimation

When estimating the parameters of the GP given D (Eq. 2.8), the likelihood function

(Eq. 2.7), must be evaluated several times. This involves a matrix inversion, which

can be numerically unstable. The Cholesky decomposition can be used, which apart

from being faster, increases the numerical stability. A detailed algorithm for doing

so is presented in Rasmussen and Williams [2006] (Algorithm 2.1).

But even when using a more stable numerical algorithm for calculating the

likelihood, it is possible to reach a singularity, for instance, by having a repeated

sample, which would make the kernel matrix singular, hence impossible to invert.

The case where two identical samples are taken is in theory not possible when using

the EGO algorithm, since the EI is exactly zero at locations where an observation

has been made. In fact, Locatelli’s proof for the convergence of the EGO algorithm

in infinite time relies on this property [Locatelli, 1997]. Yet, in practice, it is very

common to have two samples arbitrarily close to each other, rendering the kernel

matrix close to singular, and this is specially common when sampling from a good

region, since samples tend to be taken close to each other. Some implementations

solve this problem by allowing the measurement noise variance (σ2
n) to be non zero,

however, this parameter has a global impact on the model.

Instead, what we propose, is to detect when the kernel matrix is getting close
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Figure 2.8: ECDF of the control experiment comparing the three proposed EI max-
imization techniques under similar budget in terms of total number of EI function
evaluations allowed throughout the experiment. Two ways of restricting the budget
for the HB are tested: restricting the number starting points, and restricting the
total number of EI function evaluations each local hill climber is allowed. The latter
clearly outperforms all the other tested techniques.
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to singular by testing the reciprocal of the condition number5 against an arbitrary

tolerance value (10−17 in this implementation), and if this is the case, removing one

of the points from the pair causing this issue, i.e., from those which are the closest

to each other. The removed point is the one with the worse response value out of

the pair. Furthermore, so that no new samples are taken in the vicinity, a record of

this pair of points, along with the spherical region defined by the two points being

antipodal to each other, is kept and designated as a taboo region. This means that,

within this sphere, the EI is exactly zero to prevent any further sampling within the

taboo regions.

The spherical shape of the taboo region was selected to simplify the definition

of the region and to accelerate the verification process of points belonging to the

region. The choice of the points defining the sphere relies on the assumption that the

objective function is monotonic in between the two points defining the region, but

makes no assumption about the objective function outside the defined area, which

would be the case had one of the samples been used as the center of the sphere (as

opposed to lie on the perimeter). This monotonicity assumption leaves a positive

probability that the global optimum lies within the taboo region. However, when

dealing with engineering systems, local monotonicity and smoothness are reasonable

assumptions, especially at such a small scale (relative to the target units).

Budget allocation determination

There are two choices made about the budget of samples allocated for the experi-

ments. First, the initial number of samples taken is decided to be λ = D + 2 since

it satisfies the required condition of having at least 2 samples to create a response

surface —even if perhaps not a very accurate one—, and because it is the suggested

number by BBOB, without any proper theoretical justification. And second, the

maximum allowed budget of N = 40D = 80 (since only two dimensional experi-

ments are considered in this section), was decided to keep the optimizers running

within reasonable time, considering that many replications must be run for each

experiment.

5 The condition number is defined as the ratio of the largest singular value of the kernel matrix
to the smallest. Singular values of a real or complex matrix M are the square roots of the non-zero
eigenvalues of MM∗, where M∗ is the conjugate transpose of M. Large condition numbers indicate
a nearly singular matrix. So, when the reciprocal of the condition number approaches 1, the kernel
matrix is well conditioned, and when it approaches 0, it is close to singularity.
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Selected testbed

The selected subset of functions from the complete BBOB set of functions in which

the experiment described in this section was performed was chosen so that the EGO

algorithm performed sufficiently well to capture any useful measurements, i.e., for

the functions left out from the experiment, the measured performance in terms of

probability of finding the global optima within the specified tolerance level, was

close to zero. This does not mean that the presented algorithm is bad as compared

to other algorithms tested in the BBOB found in the literature, since most of them

require thousands of evaluations to find good solutions. At this stage, handling

so many samples would take too much time using the standard version of EGO,

and this is precisely the problem addressed in detail in Chapter 3. The exact same

reason holds for the chosen precision levels, which in general are set as low as 10−8

in the competitions using the BBOB. Furthermore, it is important to keep in mind

that the presented algorithm is meant to exploit the structure and correlations of

the available data as much as possible, which is computationally expensive, but

proves useful when dealing with expensive black boxes where the number of samples

available is limited.

2.7 Results and concluding notes

This chapter introduced basic concepts such as global optimization, expensive black-

box functions, and heuristic methods in order to set in context the ideas discussed

in this thesis as well as to provide the basis upon which these ideas rely. In partic-

ular, the difference between DoE which mainly aims to get good approximations of

an entire search space, and sequential sampling which focuses rather on detecting

promising regions was highlighted. Then, the concepts of response surface building

for optimization coupled with sequential sampling policies were introduced and re-

viewed. This allowed to justify the choice of GP as the preferred response surface

building technique throughout this work together with the EI as utility function as

a criterion to decide where observations should be made, which lead to the EGO

algorithm, all of which were treated in detail.

The subproblem of maximizing the EI, which arises as part of the EGO
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algorithm, was explored and some experiments were performed, first to test whether

it is worth spending resources trying to obtain close-to-optimal solutions for the EI,

and then to compare the performance achieved by three strategies when optimizing

such a function, since the former experiments indicated it is worth investing in this

task. The second set of experiments called for a more sophisticated benchmark and

performance measures allowing to compare the output of the proposed optimizers.

The BBOB was then introduced to provide a wide set of functions. Furthermore,

two paradigms to measure the performance of the optimizers, fixed budget and fixed

target, were explained, both of which are useful in different contexts. However, due

to the quantitative interpretation it provides, and the fact that the global optima

of the benchmark functions are known, the fixed target performance measure was

preferred. Following the fixed target performance measure, the ECDF was presented

as a way of transforming the output to a probability empirically calculated from the

available sample experiments, simplifying the comparison of different algorithms.

From the outcome of the second set of experiments, we concluded that the

HB method outperformed the RMS and GA methods in all tested cases, all of

which were done in 2D given the high computational cost of the method. This

high computational cost is due to the fact that both the HB and the RMS methods

require a number of starting points that increases exponentially with the number of

samples in the dataset and the dimensionality of the problem, which makes it difficult

to use for hard problems that require many observations, or for high dimensional

problems. Furthermore, it was noted that the GA method, even if achieving a

lower performance as compared to HB and RMS, still provides acceptable solutions

while only requiring 10% of the budget. Given the bad scaling of either the HB

or RMS algorithms in higher dimensions, and the relatively low compromise in

performance achieved by the GA, we conclude that, for harder problems, using a

GA is a good option to maximize the EI, which is why this will be the case all

throughout Chapter 3.

Finally, we presented some remarks about the numerical implementation

of the algorithms discussed in this chapter and explained some choices regarding

the budget allocation and the subset of functions selected from the BBOB, which

otherwise might have seemed arbitrary, and we pointed out that the apparently bad
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performance of the EGO algorithm when tested in these functions is not necessarily

bad, since this algorithm is tailored for expensive black-box functions.

In the next chapter, some modifications to the EGO algorithm are proposed

in order to adapt it to harder problems, such as those already introduced by the

BBOB.
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Chapter 3

Space partitioned EGO for

accelerated response surface

modeling

Given the recent success of GP generated response surfaces to optimize expensive-

to-evaluate black-box functions, it is natural to wonder whether these techniques

can be applied to more general cases. As explained in the previous chapter, the

main drawback of these methods is the high computational time they require as

compared to other global optimization heuristics that do not exploit information

about the landscape, such as those presented in Section 2.1.

In this chapter, we slightly relax the expensive part of the objective function,

and investigate how to accelerate the use of GP as a response surface for global

optimization so that it is applicable to problems which require a larger number

of samples than is currently manageable. Relaxing the assumption of expensive

samples requires that the modified model can propose a new next best location to

evaluate in a reasonably short time. What an acceptable duration is depends on

the real objective function to be optimized and the resources that we are willing to

invest in the optimization process. However, the main goal is still to find the global

optimum with as few samples as possible.

Fitting a GP is slow since it involves inversions of matrices whose size de-

pends on the number of observations. This motivates the idea of partitioning the
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space and fitting a GP to each region in order to make predictions. The main ad-

vantage of partitioning the space is that the number of samples used to fit a model

is significantly reduced, which is the major driver for increasing the computational

time when dealing with GP. The compromise, however, is that only local informa-

tion is used in each model. The number of points in the regions (and not the size

of the regions) directly controls the trade-off existing between very slow but global

response surfaces and fast but local models.

The idea of using local approximations of the landscape in order to accelerate

the fitting process part of the response surface generation process has been applied

to surrogate assisted EA based optimization. For instance, Zhou, Ong, Nair et al.

[2007] use a set of local RBF to generate cheap surrogate models through on-line

learning, structured in a hierarchical manner, to replace the exact computationally

expensive objective functions during the filtering part of an evolutionary search.

The main contributions of this chapter are first, the concept of partition-

ing the space for the EGO algorithm in order to accelerate the response surface

stage together with a detailed explanation of its implementation. Second, a set of

experiments that helps comparing different design choices, all with the objective

of accelerating the response surface aided optimization process while preserving as

much as possible the quality of the results. And third, the benchmarking of the pro-

posed algorithm against the state of the art heuristics that have been tested using

the BBOB.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we start by introducing

the main idea of partitioning the space and propose two adaptations of EGO to work

in partitioned spaces. Section 3.2 is devoted to implementing, testing, and improving

different aspects of the algorithms described in Section 3.1, which requires numerical

experimentation. All the experiments are performed using the BBOB introduced in

Chapter 2. The tested enhancements, all resulting in design choices for later stages,

include assessing the importance of selecting an adequate initial DoE, choosing a

dimension selection criterion to partition the space, and exploring the impact of the

maximum number of samples allowed in a partition. Then, in Section 3.3 the fully

enhanced version of the space partitioning algorithms proposed for accelerating the

response surface model based global optimization are evaluated on the full BBOB
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testbed, allowing comparison of their performance, under fair conditions, against

other state of the art algorithms and against the standard version of EGO. Finally,

Section 3.4 presents some concluding remarks.

3.1 EGO in partitioned spaces

The experiments performed in the last sections of Chapter 2 were limited in terms of

the number of samples that were collected due to the constantly increasing time that

it takes to make a new prediction, i.e., determine the next best sample to take. For

every additional available sample in D it takes an increasing amount of time, given

that the computational complexity of fitting a GP is of order O
(
|D|3

)
[Rasmussen

and Williams, 2006].

One approach to increase the number of samples to process is to develop

faster algorithms for fitting GP, which is an active field of research (e.g. Musizza,

Petelin, and Kocijan [2010]). However, the cubic computational complexity of the

algorithm, as a function of the number of samples available, means that trying to

accelerate the fitting process, or relying on increasingly faster computers, would

not really solve the problem of being able to use many more observations than it

is currently possible within a reasonable time. Another approach to accelerate the

process of fitting a GP is to retain only the most relevant information available

in the training dataset, but to reduce the size of the resulting covariance matrix

[Quiñonero Candela and Rasmussen, 2005]. Good literature surveys, highlighting

these two approaches, have been proposed by Barillec, Ingram, Cornford et al.

[2011], and by Kocijan [2012]. A third option to accelerate the response surface

aided global optimization process is to exploit further, at each iteration, the readily

available model by determining the next q samples, instead of just the next one. This

technique is sometimes referred to as parallel sampling or multi-point sequential

sampling, and given its importance and the lack of literature concentrating the

most relevant existing methods, we present a survey on this topic in Section 3.1.1

for completeness, even if we do not follow this path.

Instead, we propose to attack the problem from a different perspective which

relies on reducing the number of samples in D used at each time to generate a
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response surface by partitioning the space into % regions. Then, using samples only

in each region, a GP can be fitted locally allowing to calculate the EI also per

region. Finally, the local EI from each of the % regions is compared, and the next

best sample is taken where the overall largest EI is found.

Assuming the number of samples per region can be controlled, and consid-

ering |D| samples in the whole space, on average, there will be |D|% samples in each

region at all times. The number of regions increases linearly with the number of

samples, which means that % is a linear function of the number of samples. This

implies that, on average, only a constant number of samples
(
c1 = |D|

%(|D|)

)
will be

used to fit a local GP, at each of the % regions. This reduces the computational

complexity of the algorithm from O
(
|D|3

)
to O

(
%× c3

1

)
= O (%× c2), where c2 is a

constant and does not depend on the total number of samples. If we further man-

age to eliminate the requirement of having to update each of the % regions at every

iteration, the final computational complexity for determining the next best sample

of such an algorithm (O (c2)) becomes independent of the total number of samples,

i.e., the running time of the sequential sampling process is linear in |D|. Therefore,

the successful partitioning algorithm needs to:

1. be able to control the number of samples per region, and

2. require only one local response surface to be updated per iteration.

The number of regions can not be arbitrarily large, since sparsely sampled

regions lead to bad approximations of the landscape. Besides, since each model

accounts only for local features, too much global information would be lost. Nev-

ertheless, such partitioning technique would allow to continue the sampling process

with many more observations than it is otherwise possible.

With the aim of creating an approximation algorithm whose computational

complexity scales linearly with the number of observations made, in this Chapter we

choose to design an algorithm in which the number of partitions can be controlled.

3.1.1 Survey on multi-point sequential sampling

Algorithms capable of proposing more than one next location at which to sample

are scarce, however some of the existing ones have proven to successfully accomplish

the task.
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Sobester, Leary, and Keane [2004] attempt parallel updates by using either a

gradient-based optimizer with multiple restarts or a GA with clustering and sharing

to locate q local maxima of the EI function in order to sample at those q locations.

The clustering and sharing steps are required to ensure that q distinct locations

are found. The main drawback of this method is that it does not consider any

correlations among the selected locations.

Regis and Shoemaker [2007] adapt 2 different RBF methods to do the sequen-

tial optimization with the idea of choosing q next locations to evaluate the objective

function, but their model is specific to the two sequential infill methods they employ.

The first method (Gutmann-RBF) requires an estimate of the global optimum to

work, so the problem of finding q next locations is solved simply by using q different

values for such an estimate. The second method (CORS-RBF) requires an auxiliary

problem to be solved, so following the same principle, they solve q times the same

problem with a different value for the distance-factor parameter.

Viana, Haftka, and Watson [2012] fit q different types of surrogate model

to propose as many points to be evaluated. After evaluating these q points, the

observations from the objective function are shared to update all the models. Since

some models do not provide confidence intervals, and the utility function they use

(EI) to choose the next best candidate requires one, the confidence intervals built

from models that support it are shared with those that do not.

In the different —but related— context of approximate dynamic program-

ming, Deisenroth, Rasmussen, and Peters [2009] face a similar problem where the q

most promising candidates must be selected, and “to avoid combinatorial explosion

in the selection of the best set of ` states”, those states —which correspond to sam-

pling locations in our context— are added sequentially by replacing the observed

value with the current estimate. This still requires for the updated utility function

to be optimized for every simulated sample, but removes the necessity of updating

the surrogate model as often, which is the most computationally intensive part. The

utility function in this problem is not the EI, but rather a function that explicitly

has 2 parameters to control exploration and exploitation. This good idea can easily

be adapted to be used with the EI as utility function since an estimate of the objec-

tive function is readily available at any point through the response surface. In fact,
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Ginsbourger, Riche, and Carraro [2007, 2010] achieve this in a very elegant manner,

proposing a full analytic derivation for the case where q = 2 parallel samples are

required, then extending it to the general case, which is acknowledged to be analyt-

ically intractable. Overcoming this intractability by using Monte Carlo simulations

is explored, however since this method is still computationally expensive, they de-

velop two heuristics, both of which replace the point at which the EI is maximized

by a value, and treat it as known. Then this process is repeated until q points have

been selected. This algorithm is known as the q−EI. The two heuristic methods

they present differ in the way the replacement values are used. The first one, called

the kriging believer, uses the value predicted by the response surface at the location

where the EI was maximized to simulate an observation without actually sampling

the objective function, and updates the covariance matrix (K) without refitting the

parameters, allowing the procedure to be repeated until q locations have been pro-

posed. However, this method tends to lead to q-sequences that get trapped in a

local area. The second one, called the constant lier, uses an exogenously proposed

value, and then proceeds as the former. Three methods for proposing the values

are compared: the minimum, the mean, and the maximum of the response values

observed so far (Y), and it is consistently found that the best method is to use the

minimum, reaching near optimal performances when compared with the equivalent

Monte Carlo simulations.

3.1.2 Related space partitioning algorithms

There exist some algorithms that take advantage of a partitioning scheme in order

to concentrate the search effort in reduced subregions of the search space. One

example —perhaps the simplest— is an improvement on the multi-start algorithm

which uses an initial number of random samples that serve as starting points for

local hill climbers (see Boender, C. and Romeijn [1995] for a review). Since different

starting points might lead to the same local optimum, clustering methods attempting

to determine which points are close to each other are applied before starting the local

searches aiming to reduce the total number of local hill climbers [Rinnooy Kan and

Timmer, 1987].

Another idea on how to partition the space could be borrowed from either the
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adaptive partitioning random search (APRS) [Bo Tang, 1994] designed for continu-

ous functions, or the nested partition (NP) algorithm proposed by Shi and Ólafsson

[2000] designed mainly for combinatorial problems, but also applicable for bounded

continuous spaces. These algorithms require a figure of merit (called promising in-

dex ) to quantify how promising each subregion is, and start by partitioning the

space into % subregions. Then, the most promising subregion is preserved, and all

the rest are merged into one large region. Finally, the most promising subregion is

subdivided into % subregions so that, at all times, together with the recently merged

outer region, there are a total of % + 1 partitions. Both algorithms focus mainly

on how to compare the partitions to decide where to sample, and to decide when

to merge and subdivide them, but avoid the explanation of a general method for

partitioning the space. Specific space partitioning methods are only sketched for

the examples provided in the referenced papers, and apply only to a particular class

of problems.

Hughes [2003] proposes a partitioning method known as binary search al-

gorithm that does not involve repartitioning the space. This space partitioning

technique uses all the available data points to define the bordering regions of the

partitions so that the resulting hyper-boxes are empty. Then, a sample is taken

towards the center of the largest hyper-box, and the partitioning is updated so that

the new sample lies on the most recently added boundary. This space partitioning

optimization algorithm explicitly requires a parameter that balances exploration

and exploitation, and does not rely on generating a response surface.

3.1.3 Space partitioning for accelerating efficient global

optimization

Due to the way in which sequential sampling algorithms work, it is common that

many observations concentrate in regions with local optima while other regions are

only sparsely sampled. So it might be tempting to use clustering as a method to

partition the space with the aim of grouping samples close to a same local optimum

for them to be used together when generating a local response surface. However,

an important feature of the desired partitioning method is that it must preserve

a balanced number of samples in each region to avoid two kinds of extreme cases.
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The first, in which there is an empty (or nearly-empty) partition, which limits the

accuracy of predictions, and the second in which a partition contains almost all

the samples, which defeats the original purpose of reducing the computational cost.

These extreme scenarios do not satisfy the first necessary condition for the successful

partitioning algorithm. We therefore discard any clustering approach.

The APRS and NP algorithms can be adapted to use the EI as figure of

merit for the response surface based sequential optimization problem, however, the

fact that regions are constantly merged and created would require to fit a GP in

every region each time this happens, which could be as often as every time a new

observation is made, failing to satisfy the second necessary condition. Furthermore,

the number of samples in each subregion is not guaranteed, so similar problems as

described for the clustering based method may arise.

The space partitioning technique used in the binary search algorithm does

not satisfy the desired partitioning method either, given the nature of the result-

ing hyper-boxes, which by design are empty. This implies that there is no natural

grouping on the samples, which prevents the creation of local models within each

region.

The idea of partitioning the space is to reduce the overall complexity of fit-

ting a response surface that exploits the structure of the landscape with the aim of

finding the global optimum of a black-box function. In line with the requirements

of preserving a balanced number of samples in each region so that building response

surfaces is possible, meaningful, and computationally affordable, and for local up-

dates to be required only upon the arrival of a new sample falling in a region, we

propose the following space partitioning method for the EGO algorithm (SPEGO).

First, select a threshold ν, which is the maximum number of samples allowed

in a region. This threshold can be determined by considering how long it takes to fit a

GP as a function of the sample size, and comparing it to the available computational

budget for the whole optimization procedure. Then, define the whole search space

as the root region (ρo) and start the EGO algorithm as it would normally be done,

i.e. choose the initial DoE budget λ and a sampling method (see Section 2.2),

and draw additional samples sequentially until there are ν samples available. Once
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the threshold is reached in terms of number of samples, choose a dimension along

which to perform a partition and create a dividing hyper-plane, co-planar to the

vector expanding the chosen dimension, so that there is an equal number of samples

in each resulting region. The dividing hyper-plane can be found by sorting the

samples along the chosen dimension and finding the midpoints between the |D|2

th

and the
(
|D|
2 +1

)th
elements if |D| is even, or between the

(⌈
|D|
2

⌉
−1
)th

and
⌈
|D|
2

⌉th

or the
⌈
|D|
2

⌉th
and

(⌈
|D|
2

⌉
+ 1
)th

elements —whichever gap is the widest— if |D| is

odd.

Choosing in which dimension to partition can be done by comparing the pos-

sible partitioning hyper-planes across all dimensions and selecting the one where the

widest gap would be divided, by selecting the dimension whose associated length-

scale is the shortest, or simply at random.

After partitioning the space, ρo is discarded and the observations in D, orig-

inally belonging to ρo are assigned to the corresponding new region (ρo′ or ρo′′). As

a result, there are enough samples in each region to fit a GP and find both the loca-

tion where the EI is maximized and the magnitude of the EI locally, which should

be done for all non-discarded regions. Since the EI is an absolute quantity and not

a relative measure when considering one function, it can be compared to other EI

values across regions. The next best sample is then chosen where the maximum of

all the local EIs of each region is found. The partitioning procedure for a 2D case,

using the maximum gap method, is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Each partitioning operation splits a region into 2 subregions, leaving un-

changed any other existing partitions. So the above procedure can be repeated

recursively to incrementally subdivide the search space as required. Every time

a new observation is made, there are two possibilities. If the number of samples

remains below the partitioning threshold, only the corresponding region must be

updated to reflect the new information in its response surface model and its maxi-

mum EI value. Otherwise, a partition operation is required and two response surface

models along with their corresponding maximum EI need to be calculated. In either

case, the size of each local model, and thus the required computational time, are

significantly smaller than they would be if considering all the points in D.
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(a) First time the partitioning threshold
(ν = 7) is reached, with auxiliary lines.
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(b) Maximum gap candidate for each dimen-
sion.
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(c) First partition done, with new samples
(empty markers).
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(d) Second partition done after the number
of samples in the right subregion reached the
threshold (ν = 7).

Figure 3.1: Figures 3.1a through 3.1d illustrate the space partitioning, using the
maximum gap method, used by the SPEGO algorithm for 2 dimensions and a par-
titioning threshold ν = 7. First, Figure 3.1a shows how the partitioning candidates
(bold lines) are found independently for each dimension, using dashed lines and ar-
rows to compare the gaps in between samples close to the middle. In Figure 3.1b,
only the best partitioning candidate for each dimension, according to the maximum
gap criteria, is shown, along with the existing gap labeled in the corresponding axis.
Figure 3.1c displays the partitioned space with 6 new observations (empty markers),
which makes the right partition ready to be sub-partitioned, since it contains now
7 samples. The outcome of the sub-partition is presented in Figure 3.1d.
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3.1.4 Non-disjoint space partitioning efficient global optimization

GP are known to be good at interpolating, but like most regression techniques,

they are not as reliable when extrapolating, i.e., making predictions where there is

no data to support them [Zimmermann and Han, 2010; Razavi, Tolson, and Burn,

2012]. This shortcoming motivates a variation of the SPEGO algorithm described in

Section 3.1.3 that we will refer to as non-disjoint1 SPEGO (NSPEGO). The modifi-

cation aims to reduce potential inaccuracies introduced by the artificial imposition

of hard boundaries into the search space that may lead to discrepancies in the pre-

dictions at a boundary depending on which of the available models is being used.

NSPEGO benefits from the fact that samples from bordering regions are already

available at no extra cost.

The idea of NSPEGO is to use these observations in addition to those in the

region for which a response surface is being built. The number of additional obser-

vations to take into account must not be too large, since this hinders the original

purpose of partitioning the space by rapidly increasing the size of the dataset used

to fit the model. We propose then to consider only the closest point to the border

in each direction, which translates into adding 2D observations to each region for

central regions (those whose boundaries are not the search space boundaries). For

a given region, the maximization of the EI needs to be done within its boundaries

to keep the proposed next best sample in the same region. The major consider-

ation is that whenever a new sample is taken, in addition to updating the region

where the new sample lies, the bordering regions must also be checked since they

may require to be updated in order to take advantage of the most recent information.

In the next section SPEGO and NSPEGO —the two variations of EGO

motivated and proposed in this section— are implemented and tested for different

parameter settings.

1In a partition, the intersection of the subsets of a set must be empty, which makes the outcome
of the NSPEGO algorithm formally not a partition. However, we take the liberty of using the “non-
disjoint” qualifier and keeping the term “partition” in the name to emphasize the main characteristic
of the proposed variation.
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3.2 Numerical implementation decisions

When implementing SPEGO and NSPEGO, there are some parameters that need to

be set and some decisions to be made whose impact on the algorithm performance is

often unpredictable due to the complex interactions existing among the algorithms’

stages and its random nature. In order to back up these decisions, in this section

we test different possible configurations of the proposed algorithms and report on

their advantages and disadvantages. Specifically, we address:

• the initial DoE setup

• the selection criteria of the dimension at which the partition should be made

• the tuning of the partitioning threshold ν

Due to the large number of possible combinations, the studies are made

independently from each other, but in a staged manner, i.e., the best outcome of

each test is carried on to the next one. The first three experiments implement the

SPEGO algorithm, and in Section 3.2.4 SPEGO and NSPEGO are compared using

the best parametrization found. All the comparisons are performed in the full BBOB

testbed (f ij , j ∈ {1, ..., 24}, i ∈ {1, ...15}) for the 2 and 3 dimensional cases with a

total budget of N = 200D samples. At all times, when maximizing the EI, the GA

method with dynamically adapted population and generation sizes is implemented

according to the procedure described in Section 2.6.3.

To compare the performances achieved, for each tested configuration, we

tracked the number of instances that reached each of the fixed targets along with

the number of function evaluations that were required to reach them (nfi,j ). For the

cases where the targets were not attained, the best performance at the end of the

total budget (N) was recorded instead, in the form of the best achieved error (εi,jN ).

This information is then used in two different ways to display the results.

First, in order to allow a quick visual comparison, we present the number of instances

that reached the target within the specified budget, up to the specified target level,

in the form of ECDF plots, for selected precision levels. Since the full BBOB

testbed for 2D and 3D cases is being considered, there are a total of 720 instances,

and to provide further context, the number of instances that reached the target
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is also displayed in the legend of each plot in parenthesis. Considering only the

number of instances that attained the specified target through ECDF plots has

some advantages, but its interpretation must be done with care, particularly when

most of the instances fail to reach the specified targets, given that information about

these non successful instances is disregarded.

Since this is often the case for reduced budgets, we mostly rely on the second

performance measure, which is based on a paired signed rank test [Wilcoxon, 1945]

looking for evidence to reject the null hypothesis that “the difference between the

number of required function evaluations to achieve a given precision level by two

configurations has median zero”. Applying this statistical test directly to the number

of function evaluations required by an optimizer to reach a specified target error,

encounters the same problem as the method described above. However, this second

method also allows the incorporation of information about instances that did not

converge. Since the employed statistical test relies only on the relative ranking of

the results, and not on any absolute magnitudes, we can apply an order preserving

transformation that uses the negative inverse of the number of function evaluations

required to converge (− 1
nfi,j

) if the target was reached, or the best achieved error

(εi,jN ) otherwise.

Since nfi,j ∈ [1, ..., N ], then − 1
nfi,j

∈ [−1, 0[. This transformation ensures

that the instances that converged are all negative (in the range [−1, 0[), and preserves

their ranking, while the rest of the instances are ordered according to their best

observed performance, with values closer to zero being those with lower error, thus

considered better. After the transformation, the signed rank test is applied to each

pair of optimizers being compared, yielding a p-value as the outcome of the test.

In this context, the p-value represents the probability of observing a difference of

zero between the paired (transformed) performances of two configurations of the

algorithm (null hypothesis) by chance. Therefore, low p-values suggest there is

strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis, in favor of the alternative hypothesis

(one algorithm consistently performed better than the other).

For the compared algorithm settings, we display the resulting p-value of

each paired test in a table. Values with a plus sign superscript indicate that the

algorithm in a row performed better than the one in its corresponding column, while
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the contrary case is indicated with a minus superscript. Furthermore, p-values in

bold highlight that the difference was found to be significant at the 95% confidence

level (p-value < 0.05).

3.2.1 Initial DoE

Due to the assumption that each new sample is expensive, in Chapter 2 the exper-

iments were initialized with a small number of samples (λ = 2 or λ = D + 2), so

the sampling method used to acquire these initial points did not play a major role.

However, in the current scenario where the high sampling cost assumption has been

relaxed, it is reasonable to verify whether by using different DoE configurations,

with a larger number of samples, the performance of SPEGO can be improved for

a fixed budget of total number of samples.

Following van Dam, Husslage, and Hertog [2009], γ-deep nested designs could

also be used for the selected initial set of observations to anticipate for the need of

sequential infill samples after the first stage, which —according to the maximin

criteria— would result in a better space filling than taking samples independently

from each other [van Dam, Husslage, den Hertog et al., 2007; Husslage, Rennen, van

Dam et al., 2010], since this method takes into consideration the possible correlations

amongst the samples. Nonetheless, nested designs are not considered here first,

because the aim of SPEGO is not to obtain the best approximation of the function

but to find its global optimum, and second, because such techniques have been only

developed for either 1D or for γ ≤ 2 depth levels.

Therefore, the proposed experiments compare the RS and LHS strategies

introduced in Section 2.2 for two DoE budgets each (λ = 6D, and λ = 18D). At

this stage, a fixed partitioning threshold of ν = 24, and a total budget of 200D sam-

ples are used for the experiments. A detailed list of the parameters along with the

results obtained for precision levels of f∆ = 101 to f∆ = 10−8, is given in Table 3.1.

Furthermore, the ECDF plots at selected precision levels are shown in Figure 3.2.

Throughout these figures, a different behavior between DoE settings using 6D and

18D can be observed. A performance improvement appears to happen as soon as

the sequential infill algorithm starts (i.e., when the samples are sequentially cho-

sen and not left to the initial DoE). Since this happens earlier for the cases using
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6D, there is a clear separation between implementations using 6D and those using

18D samples, however, this gap progressively narrows down as the number of total

samples becomes larger.

The results in Table 3.1 show that for precisions higher than f∆ = 101, the

LHS with a low budget (λ = 6) significantly outperforms both of the RS initial DoE

strategies. When compared to the LHS strategy with a higher budget, LHS-06 also

performs better, even though the statistical significance of the results decreases as

the precision level increases. We can conclude that, when using a limited budget of

function evaluations, it is best to use a reduced number of samples for the initial

design relative to the total budget. Based on these results, the initial design LHS-06

is used for the rest of the experiments.

3.2.2 Partitioning dimension selection criteria

As detailed in Section 3.1.3, we propose three selection methods to choose along

which dimension to partition the space. The first method is to choose the dimen-

sion where, after performing the partition, the widest gap would be split. This is

aimed at diminishing the cases where partitions dividing a set of observations close

to each other (perhaps hinting at the existence of a local optimum) are created.

The second proposed method is to partition along the dimension whose associated

lengthscale, as found when fitting the GP, is the shortest. Since short lengthscales

indicate low influence of samples located far from each other, this method attempts

to minimize the disruption partitions cause by not creating barriers in dimensions

where long range information is most valued. The last proposed method is to select

the dimension at random in order to guarantee that partitions are done with equal

probability along all dimensions, and that the resulting regions are not, in general,

disproportionately long in any of the dimensions.

In this section we test whether there is a significant advantage for using either

of these procedures by fixing the experiment parameters to the best configuration

from Section 3.2.1, and varying only the dimension selection criterion. The details

and results are presented in Table 3.2, and the ECDF plots allowing a visual com-

parison of the convergence rate of the three dimension selection criteria compared

are presented in Figure 3.3.
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Table 3.1: Test for different initial DoE configurations for the SPEGO algorithm
with a total budget of 200D samples, implementing the random dimension selection
criterion, and a partitioning threshold ν = 24. The four compared configurations
are represented by rows, and enumerated from 1 to 4 so that they can be matched
to their corresponding numbers in the low level headers of each column. At the
intersection of each row and column, the resulting p-value after applying the paired
sign rank test is displayed. p-values with a plus (+) superscript indicate that the
configuration in the row was found to be better than the one in the column, while
minus (−) superscripts indicate the opposite case. Furthermore, values in bold
indicate that the difference in performance was found to be significant at the 95%
significance level. The comparisons are made for different target errors, which are
indicated as high level column headers. For practical reasons, the table is split into
four parts. Results show that the LHS with λ = 6D outperforms the other strategies
almost consistently.

DoE 101 100 10−1

2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4

1 RS-06D 0.0008+ 0.0560+ 0.0074+ 0.0001+ 0.0055- 0.0101+ 0.0019+ 0.0051- 0.2968+

2 RS-18D 0.0000- 0.2252- 0.0000- 0.3649+ 0.0000- 0.0793+

3 LHS-06D 0.0002+ 0.0000+ 0.0027+

4 LHS-18D

(cont.) 10−2 10−3 10−4

2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4
1 RS-06D 0.0061+ 0.0221- 0.3752+ 0.0133+ 0.0299- 0.4435+ 0.0326+ 0.0261- 0.4312+

2 RS-18D 0.0000- 0.0775+ 0.0003- 0.0992+ 0.0011- 0.1194-

3 LHS-06D 0.0124+ 0.0302+ 0.0586+

4 LHS-18D

(cont.) 10−5 10−6 10−7

2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4
1 RS-06D 0.0602+ 0.0375- 0.2435+ 0.1269+ 0.0256- 0.1568- 0.1071+ 0.0277- 0.1703-

2 RS-18D 0.0063- 0.0780- 0.0112- 0.0998- 0.0119- 0.0938-

3 LHS-06D 0.1813+ 0.2562+ 0.2718+

4 LHS-18D

(cont.) 10−8

2 3 4
1 RS-06D 0.1167+ 0.0333- 0.1601-

2 RS-18D 0.0128- 0.0787-

3 LHS-06D 0.2873+

4 LHS-18D
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Figure 3.2: ECDF plots showing the proportion of trials that converged to different
target errors for four initial DoE settings, implemented with the SPEGO algorithm.
Values in parenthesis indicate the number of instances that reached the target, out of
the total 720. Given enough function evaluations, the plots shown should converge
to 1, since the EI is zero wherever a sample exists, preventing any location to be
resampled. However, acquiring many more data points than the ones shown is
impractical due to the available computational resources.
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Table 3.2: Partitioning dimension selection criteria test for the SPEGO algo-
rithm with a total budget of 200D samples, LHS with λ = 6 as initial DoE, and
a constant partitioning threshold ν = 24. Results show that the random selection
criterion consistently outperformed the other dimension selection criteria.

Criterion 101 100 10−1 10−2 10−3

2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3

1 Random 0.2473+ 0.2562+ 0.0258+ 0.0252+ 0.0073+ 0.0048+ 0.0044+ 0.0033+ 0.0032+ 0.0023+

2 Max gap 0.2156+ 0.2578+ 0.1696+ 0.1924+ 0.2168+

3 Min lengthscale

(cont.) 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8

2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3

1 Random 0.0024+ 0.0017+ 0.0019+ 0.0019+ 0.0029+ 0.0030+ 0.0027+ 0.0010+ 0.0033+ 0.0014+

2 Max gap 0.2689+ 0.2590+ 0.2624+ 0.2385+ 0.2428+

3 Min lengthscale

Contrasting the results shown in Figure 3.3 and in Table 3.2 for f∆ =

10−5 and f∆ = 10−6 illustrates why —for our specific case— the ECDF plots are not

considered as reliable as the sum rank tests. The ECDF plots, which only considers

106 and 82 instances out of the 720, respectively, show that more instances using

the minumum lengthscale criterion than the instances using other criteria reach the

required target errors. On the other hand, the statistical tests also take into account

the differences in performance achieved for the rest of the instances, which in this

case, are the majority.

The experiment results show that the random dimension selection criterion

consistently outperforms the maximum gap and the minimum lengthscale dimension

selection criteria, in a statistically significant manner at all target error levels, except

for the lowest precision (f∆ = 101). The reason remains unclear, however, one

possible explanation is that neither the magnitude of the lengthscale nor the size of

the gaps by themselves, characterize the best dimension at which to split. Instead, it

is perhaps a combination of both that best identifies it, which could be expressed in

the form of the ratio of the maximum gap divided by the minimum length. For the

remainder of the experiments, however, the random partitioning dimension criterion

is implemented.

3.2.3 Partition size threshold

In this section we asses the impact of varying the partition threshold value ν, which

regulates the trade-off between the amount of shared information (size of partition)

and the running time. The fewer samples allowed per partition (low ν), the less
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Figure 3.3: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials for the three
proposed dimension selection criteria to partition the space, implemented with
the SPEGO algorithm, and tested in the BBOB at several target error resolutions.
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Table 3.3: Partitioning threshold (ν) increase as a function of problem dimen-
sionality on the SPEGO algorithm with a total budget of 200D samples, LHS with
λ = 6 as initial DoE, and the random partitioning dimension selection criterion.
Only 3D instances were considered. Given the low statistical significance of the
results, no conclusions can be drawn from this experiment.

ν 101 100 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 ν = 24 0.3155+ 0.2398+ 0.1679+ 0.1887+ 0.1691+ 0.1490+ 0.1456+ 0.1420+ 0.1387+ 0.1423+

2 ν = 12D

Table 3.4: Effect of partitioning threshold (ν) size, tested using the same con-
figuration as described in Table 3.3, but using 2D and 3D instances. Using larger
partitioning sizes seems to be a consistently better choice.

ν 101 100 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 ν = 6D 0.1062+ 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000-

2 ν = 12D

accurate —yet faster— the local models will be, and vice versa. Since more samples

are required to obtain appropriate approximations of the landscape as the number of

dimensions increases, we propose to define the partitioning threshold as a function

of D in order to provide a fair ground to the optimizers when working in higher

dimensions.

Two separate tests are performed. First, Table 3.3 shows the outcome of

a comparison between a constant threshold size, and a threshold size that varies

with the dimensionality of the problem. By comparing the performance of SPEGO

with a constant value of ν = 24 against an adjusted value of ν = 12D, we test

the hypothesis that increasing the partition size as a function of the dimension is

beneficial. Since ν is the same for D = 2, only functions in 3D are considered. Even

though the results seem to indicate that increasing the partition size as a function

of the dimension is not beneficial, the significance level is low, so the outcome of

this test is considered inconclusive.

Second, Table 3.4 serves to compare the effect of the coefficient dictating the

partition threshold value. The results for this test clearly demonstrate that increas-

ing the number of samples in the partition improves the performance of SPEGO.

Figure 3.4 shows the ECDF plots comparing the performance of SPEGO,

in terms of its convergence rate, using the three proposed partitioning thresholds
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over the 2D and 3D instances together, and Figure 3.5 presents the same output

as a function of the computational time required. The latter figure corroborates

that increasing the size of the partition has a negative impact on the amount of

computational resources required. Since the value of ν = 12D is already close to

the unaffordable computation times according to the available resources for these

experiments, we retain this parameter setting for further simulations, instead of

trying to increase it further.

3.2.4 Comparing SPEGO and NSPEGO

Having chosen the initial DoE, the partitioning dimension selection criterion, and

the threshold size implementation parameters, the two proposed algorithms can

then be compared to each other. Considering only the data being used to build

the surrogate models, NSPEGO is expected to achieve better than SPEGO since

it uses at least the same information as SPEGO plus additional neighboring points

outside the regions when available. However, whether this is the case in practice,

and whether the additional computational burden could be justified in such case, is

not obvious. In order to address this question we propose to run both algorithms

on the BBOB testbed using the design parameters found in the previous sections.

The common parameters for the compared algorithms are a total budget of

200D samples, LHS with λ = 6 as initial DoE, the random partitioning dimension

selection criterion, and a partitioning threshold ν = 12D. The results of this exper-

iment are presented in Table 3.5, which shows inconclusive results, disproving that

the only factor to consider is the amount of information taken into account by the lo-

cal models. Figure 3.6 presents the ECDF plots allowing to visualize the proportion

of instances that converged at different target errors, for both algorithms. More-

over, we present a comparison of the running times for both algorithms in Figure 3.7,

which suggests that implementing NSPEGO instead of SPEGO is not justified, given

the additional computational cost it implies, and the lack of improvements in the

performance.
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(f) Precision level f∆ = 10−6
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(g) Precision level f∆ = 10−7
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Figure 3.4: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials for the different
sizes of partitioning threshold ν.
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Figure 3.5: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials as a function
of the running time required by the different sizes of partitioning threshold
ν. Times reported represent real time in dedicated single Intelr Xeonr CPU 5160
cores running at 3.00GHz.
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Figure 3.6: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials of SPEGO
and NSPEGO as a function of the number of evaluations.
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Figure 3.7: Running time comparison of SPEGO and NSPEGO, showing the
proportion of converged trials as a function of time, for a fixed number of function
evaluations (N = 200D). Dashed lines show the end of the budget. Times reported
represent real time in dedicated single Intelr Xeonr CPU 5160 cores running at
3.00GHz.
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Table 3.5: SPEGO vs. NSPEGO. Tests performed with a total budget of 200D
samples, LHS with λ = 6 as initial DoE, the random partitioning dimension selec-
tion criterion, and a partitioning threshold ν = 12D. No statistically significant
difference was found between the performances of the compared algorithms.

Algorithm 101 100 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 SPEGO 0.0005+ 0.1397+ 0.4076+ 0.3894+ 0.3407+ 0.2981+ 0.2730+ 0.3258+ 0.2708+ 0.2989+

2 NSPEGO

3.3 SPEGO in context

To understand the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed space partitioning

based algorithm, in this section we present two comparisons. First, to asses the

effect of partitioning the space, we compare SPEGO against the original version of

EGO. And second, to get an idea of the performance of SPEGO with respect to

other existing algorithms, we benchmark it against the state of the art algorithms

whose performance on the BBOB has been reported.

3.3.1 SPEGO vs. EGO

The original version of EGO struggles to cope with large budgets when used for

sequential sampling, since it has a computational complexity that scales as the cube

of the number of samples. This is the original motivation for the development of

SPEGO, which is an approximation of EGO whose computational complexity is lin-

ear with respect to the total number of samples. Given that these two algorithms

work at different timescales, to facilitate their comparison, we tested their imple-

mentations on the BBOB by fixing the running time budget at 8D hours (for each

instance), and then analyzed the results from two perspectives.

The first one focuses on the number of function evaluations that each algo-

rithm is capable of handling for a fixed time. This comparison is shown in Figure 3.8

through plots of the total running time as a function of the number of evaluations.

The results for each of the 720 instances of each algorithm are shown in the back-

ground (light colors), separating 2D and 3D experiments. The mean is then cal-

culated separately for each dimension and over-imposed in bold. The fact that the

simulations stop after 8D hours bias the mean running time (bold lines) towards

the end, as only instances which have not exhausted their running time budget are
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Table 3.6: Results of the sum rank test applied to the fixed number of func-
tion evaluations (first row), and the fixed running time (second row) tests for
N = 48D samples and 8D hours budgets respectively, comparing the EGO and
the SPEGO algorithms. The p-values with a plus superindex indicate that EGO
outperformed SPEGO at the budget shown in each row, measured for the target
error displayed in the columns. Values in bold show statistically significant results
at the 95% confidence level. For the low fixed number of function evaluations test,
EGO consistently outperforms SPEGO, as expected. But when compared at a fixed
running time of 8D hours, SPEGO shows a significantly better performance than
EGO for error targets lower than f∆ < 101.

Algorithms Budget 101 100 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8

EGO 48D 0.0000+ 0.0282+ 0.0244+ 0.0268+ 0.0236+ 0.0271+ 0.0267+ 0.0282+ 0.0302+ 0.0285+

>
SPEGO 8Dh 0.0843+ 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000-

considered. This explains the erratic behavior of the means as less samples are

available. Furthermore, the dots at the end of some individual runs represent the

locations where some instances converged to the lowest target error (f∆ = 10−8).

Given the large difference in computational time required by EGO and SPEGO, two

plots are shown. Figure 3.8a highlights the contrast of the computational complex-

ities (cubic for EGO and linear for SPEGO), but it hides most of the information

relevant to EGO, which is better appreciated in the zoomed Figure 3.8b.

The second perspective follows the same format as the comparisons used

throughout Section 3.2, which compares the rate at which the optimizers reach the

targets, and the performance of the algorithms for both a fixed budget of function

evaluations, and a fixed computational time budget. The fixed budget comparison

takes place at a budget of N = 48D function evaluations, since this is the largest

number of function evaluations reached by all instances of EGO and SPEGO. The

fixed time comparison, on the other hand, is performed at the end of the 8D hours

of computational time allocated to each instance. The results obtained from this

second perspective are presented in Figure 3.9, and in Table 3.6, which shows the

outcome of the statistical tests at the two selected budgets. To better identify where

the fixed number of function evaluations comparison takes place, the selected budget

is also displayed in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 as a dashed vertical line.

As expected —considering the nature of SPEGO— EGO achieves a better

performance than SPEGO when measured at N = 48D function evaluations. When

measured for a fixed time, however, SPEGO outperforms EGO in a statistically
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Figure 3.8: Running time comparison of EGO and SPEGO, for a fixed timed
budget. Running time in hours per dimension as a function of number of function
evaluations, for each of the 720 instances of each algorithm (light colored lines),
separating 2D and 3D experiments. Bold lines represent the group mean, and dots
at the end of individual runs indicate instances that reached the lowest target error
(f∆ = 10−8). Times reported represent real time in dedicated single Intelr Xeonr

CPU 5160 cores running at 3.00GHz.
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significant manner. It is to be highlighted that, while EGO already used most of

the computational time budget (8D hours) at N = 48D, SPEGO only uses a fraction

of it (see Figure 3.8).

Another view of the difference in performance between EGO and SPEGO can

be appreciated through Figure 3.9, which shows the achieved rate of convergence at

different target errors in a logarithmic scale, and is complemented with Figure 3.10,

which presents the rate at which the targets are reached, at different error precisions,

but this time as a function of required computational time. Using these two figures

together, we can conclude that, for extremely expensive objective functions, EGO

might be a better option. Otherwise, SPEGO is a better choice.

3.3.2 SPEGO against the state of the art

In order to understand how the performance of SPEGO compares to other algo-

rithms found in literature, in this section we benchmark the proposed algorithm

against two selected algorithms, one of which is considered the state of the art

when dealing with expensive objective functions (CMA-ES) according to the BBOB

ranking, and one that is also inspired by EGO (SMAC).

• CMA-ES stands for covariance matrix adaptation for evolution strategies, and

is an evolutionary algorithm that uses a sophisticated self-adaptive method

to vary the probability distribution governing the mutation operation used

to generate new populations. Rather than considering only static mutation

steps, the proposed self-adaptation takes into account the evolution path over

a number of generations. CMA-ES was first introduced by Hansen and Oster-

meier [1996], and since then, many improvements have been proposed. The

implementation against which we benchmark SPEGO is the one proposed

by Jastrebski and Arnold [2006], due to its good performance in the 2013

version of BBOB, and because the output of its performance is publicly avail-

able. This particular variation considers information of unsuccessful offspring,

which would otherwise passively decay, in order to actively reduce variances

of the mutation distribution in unpromising directions of the search space.
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Figure 3.9: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials of the SPEGO
and EGO algorithms as a function of the number of evaluations, presented in a
logarithmic scale.
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Figure 3.10: Running time comparison of EGO and SPEGO, showing the pro-
portion of converged trials as a function of time, for a total running time budget
of 8D hours. Times reported represent real time in dedicated single Intelr Xeonr

CPU 5160 cores running at 3.00GHz.
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• SMAC stands for sequential model-based algorithm configuration procedure

[Hutter, Hoos, and Leyton-Brown, 2013], and is a modified version of EGO.

The only differences are that it uses an isotropic Matérn kernel instead of

the anisotropic Gaussian one, and the heuristics used to maximize the EI.

A Matérn kernel is defined as in Equation (2.9), but replacing the use of

the squared exponential (Gaussian) covariance function (2.4), by the Matérn

covariance function, which is defined as

k(x,x′) = σ2
f

1

Γ(β)2β−1

(√
2β

x− x′

α

)β
Bβ

(√
2β

x− x′

α

)
, (3.1)

where Γ is the gamma function, Bβ is the modified Bessel function of the

second kind, and α, β ∈ R+ are parameters of the covariance.

A GP with Matérn covariance function has sample paths that are bβ − 1c

times differentiable, and as β → ∞, the Matérn covariance function tends to

the squared exponential covariance function [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006].

SMAC justifies the use of a less smooth kernel to achieve better approximations

of functions with sharp edges, which are often encountered in the BBOB.

Besides, by using the same lengthscale for each dimension (isotropic property),

large savings on the computational effort are achieved, and —according to the

authors— the performance for highly dimensional problems is improved.

The output data generated by testing CMA-ES and SMAC on the BBOB,

is publicly available2, and this is the data used to benchmark SPEGO. Given the

expensive nature of the optimizers, there is only available data for 103D function

evaluations, so even though we present results up to 200D in Figure 3.11 for SPEGO,

the budget at which the comparisons are made is restricted to N = 103D, which is

shown with a dashed vertical line. All throughout this figure, the SMAC algorithm

reaches the target value at all precisions for all instances of f5 (the linear function)

within only 3 samples, translating in reaching a probability of 0.042 (or 15/720).

This explains the large jump observed for the first number of function evaluations.

Similarly, CMA-ES finds the target for the same set of functions —although in a

more progressive manner—, with a noticeable lower number of function evaluations

2http://coco.gforge.inria.fr/
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Table 3.7: Benchmark of SPEGO against CMA-ES, a state of the art algo-
rithm, and SMAC, another EGO based algorithm, at a budget of N = 103D. For
precisions f∆ = 10−2 to f∆ = 10−6, SPEGO outperforms CMA-ES and SMAC with
a confidence level of 95%.

Algorithm 101 100 10−1 10−2 10−3

2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3

1 CMA-ES 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0000- 0.0380- 0.0000- 0.0540- 0.0000- 0.0728+ 0.0001-

2 SMAC 0.0001+ 0.3349- 0.0002- 0.0001- 0.0000-

3 SPEGO

Algorithm 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8

2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3

1 CMA-ES 0.1145+ 0.0002- 0.1389+ 0.0010- 0.1437+ 0.0022- 0.1385+ 0.0036+ 0.1355+ 0.0042+

2 SMAC 0.0000- 0.0001- 0.0001- 0.0001- 0.0001-

3 SPEGO

than for the rest of the functions, which in particular for Figures 3.11g and 3.11h,

creates a flattening effect at the same probability level for more than 35 function

evaluations.

The statistical tests presented in Table 3.7 were performed at the same bud-

get as shown by the gray dashed line in Figure 3.11 (N = 103D). For this compar-

ison, no running time is reported, since this data is not available for the selected

algorithms. The selected configuration for SPEGO is the same as in Section 3.3.1

(LHS with λ = 6 as initial DoE, the random partitioning dimension selection cri-

terion, and a partitioning threshold ν = 12D). The comparisons take into account

simulation runs on the full BBOB testbed for dimensions 2 and 3.

The results displayed in Table 3.7 show that SPEGO outperforms SMAC

almost consistently, at a statistically significant level. The two scenarios where this

is not the case are for the lowest precision target errors f∆ = 101 and f∆ = 100.

This is explained by two reasons. First, for all dimensions, SMAC converges to the

solution at the highest precision level for 15 out of 15 instances of the linear function

(f4) with only 3 samples, and second, SMAC does not use an initial design, allowing

it to find better low precision solutions at very early stages. When comparing

SPEGO against CMA-ES, we observe that SPEGO is outperformed only for the

highest precision target errors (f∆ = 10−7 and f∆ = 10−8), indicating that SPEGO

finds good solutions, but perhaps fails in sharing information globally, which might

lead to better convergence at high precision targets.
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A detailed comparison of the performance of the three algorithms, separated

by family of functions (according to the classification defined in the BBOB), is

provided in Appendix A.

3.4 Conclusions

Motivated by the good performance EGO has shown when optimizing expensive-to-

evaluate objective functions, and by its inability to handle large numbers of samples

due to its high computational cost, in this chapter we proposed SPEGO, a variation

of EGO based on the idea of partitioning the search space. The rationale to par-

tition the space is to fit local response surface models at each region and calculate

the local EI. Then, the best next location to obtain a sample is determined by com-

paring the local EI, given its absolute nature. By partitioning the space, the cubic

computational complexity of EGO as a function of the total number of samples is

shown to be reduced to linear by SPEGO.

Furthermore, three design choices, required for the implementation of SPEGO,

were put to the test. First, we evaluated the impact of the initial DoE in the over-

all performance of the algorithm, from where we concluded that using LHS with

low budgets is beneficial. Second, we evaluated three criteria to select a dimension

along which to partition the space, including the maximum gap, minimum length-

scale, and random. The experiments provided evidence to state that the random

criterion, which ensures that on average there are no partitions of disproportion-

ate length in different dimensions, contributed more to the overall performance of

SPEGO. And third, we assessed the impact of varying the size of the partition,

however for this test the results were inconclusive. Moreover, NSPEGO, an ex-

tension to SPEGO that includes points from neighboring regions to improve the

accuracy of local response surface models near the arbitrarily defined borders, was

compared against SPEGO. The improvement in performance of NSPEGO with re-

spect to SPEGO was not found to be statistically significant, so the simpler model

(SPEGO) was selected as a better choice.

In order to understand the real advantages of SPEGO against EGO —its

non-partitioned counterpart—, we performed a comparison of the two algorithms

under fair conditions, using the BBOB, by allocating a fixed running time budget
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(d) Precision level f∆ = 10−4
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(e) Precision level f∆ = 10−5
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(f) Precision level f∆ = 10−6
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(g) Precision level f∆ = 10−7
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(h) Precision level f∆ = 10−8

Figure 3.11: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials of SPEGO,
CMA-ES, and SMAC as a function of number of evaluations. Lines are plotted
only for the regions where information is available. All comparisons are performed
at a budget of N = 103D, indicated by a dashed vertical line.
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to each. The results were analyzed from two perspectives, by fixing the number

of function evaluations, and by fixing the running time. The numeric experiments

agreed with the theory, which states that for a given number of function evaluations,

EGO should perform better than SPEGO, since it uses all the information available,

while SPEGO uses only local information. The results obtained also showed how the

number of function evaluations that SPEGO can handle can be orders of magnitude

larger than the one EGO can mange in the same amount of time, agreeing with the

computational complexity analysis. From these results we take that for function

evaluations that are extremely expensive, it might be worth considering EGO, but

otherwise, SPEGO is a better choice.

Finally, in order to understand how SPEGO compares against other algo-

rithms found in literature, we benchmarked it against the state of the art (CMA-

ES) and another EGO based algorithm (SMAC) at a low function evaluation bud-

get. The result was encouraging, showing that SPEGO consistently outperformed

SMAC, and that only at the two highest precision target errors CMA-ES outper-

formed SPEGO. These promising results indicate that it is worth performing an

in-depth analysis of the convergence properties of SPEGO, perhaps studying its be-

havior for each class of functions available in the comprehensive set provided by the

BBOB, in order to further improve its performance.
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Chapter 4

Tracking global optima in

dynamic environments with

efficient global optimization

In this chapter we consider the problem of finding and tracking the global optima

of an expensive unknown function that changes over time. This is similar to the

problem treated in earlier chapters with the added complication of the changes in

the objective function. This twist calls for a paradigm shift: instead of looking for a

global optimum, it must be tracked ; the effectiveness of an optimizer is not longer

measured with respect to a fixed value, but rather with respect to the changing goal ;

and —amongst others— when fitting a response surface, the age of the observations

must be taken into account. However, some similarities remain, which make it

possible for the techniques introduced in Chapter 2 to be adapted for the dynamic

problem.

This chapter starts by presenting a literature review on dynamic optimization

of black-box functions in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 we propose several methods

to adapt the surrogate assisted optimization techniques based on GP introduced

earlier in this thesis in order to approach such a problem, while complying with the

requirements imposed by its dynamic nature. Then, in Section 4.3 the moving peaks

benchmark (MPB) and some performance measures specifically designed for this

problem are introduced, so that fair comparisons amongst the simulations explained
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in Section 4.4 can be done. Finally, the results are critically analyzed in Section 4.5

along with some concluding remarks.

4.1 Related work

The dynamic version of the problem discussed in previous chapters deals with track-

ing the global optimum of an expensive black-box function changing over time. This

calls for a more sophisticated exploration strategy than in the static case capable of

keeping track of promising solutions that might become useful at later times.

In the general case, the changes of the objective function can happen each

time the function is evaluated, after a given number of evaluations, or after a given

period of time. The frequency of the changes depends on the nature of the problem

to be solved, for instance, after a given number of performed experiments, or at the

beginning of every season. Some studies focus on change detection [Eberhart, 2002;

Richter, 2009], but in this thesis we assume the frequency of changes is known in

advance, and that it is measured in terms of function evaluations rather than in

time.

The nature and severity of the changes are of paramount importance. If

the problem changes completely and there are no similarities between the objective

function before and after the change, the best one can do is re-start optimization

after every change. In most real world scenarios, however, changes are subtle, and

thus it should be possible to transfer some useful information from the search process

so far to the search after a change. On the other hand, care must be taken to

maintain the search capabilities of the algorithm and not overly rely on outdated

information that may be misleading.

The idea of using stochastic processes to model a dynamically changing func-

tion with the aim of tracking its global optimum was first introduced by Kushner

[1962] for a one dimensional problem, and did not receive much attention by the sci-

entific community thereafter. Apart from Morales-Enciso and Branke [2014], which

presents part of the work discussed in this Chapter, we are not aware of any other

work that employs stochastic processes to build response surfaces to perform se-

quential sampling in order to track the global optima of a dynamically changing
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objective function. On the other hand, optimization in dynamic environments has

been a hot research topic in the area of evolutionary computation over the last years,

and surveys can be found, e.g., in Jin and Branke [2005] and Nguyen, Yang, and

Branke [2012]. Typically, approaches are classified into four categories:

• Introducing diversity after a change. To restore the exploration capability

of the algorithm, after a change, specific measures are taken to increase di-

versity. The most prominent example is hypermutation [Cobb, 1990] which

temporarily increases the mutation rate after a change in the environment.

• Maintaining diversity. Rather than introducing diversity after a change, other

papers propose to maintain diversity in the population throughout the run.

Typical examples in this category are random immigrants [Grefenstette, 1992]

where some individuals are generated randomly in every generation, and the

thermodynamical genetic algorithm [Mori, Kita, and Nishikawa, 1996] that

tries to strike a balance between quality and diversity in the selection step.

• Memory. These approaches maintain a memory of good solutions found in

the past, either implicitly by using multiploidy1 [Hadad and Eick, 1997], or

explicitly see e.g. [Yang, 2008].

• Multi-population approaches. The main idea in this category is to split the

population into multiple sets which can be used to concurrently search in sev-

eral promising areas of the search space, see, e.g., [Branke, Kaußler, Schmidt

et al., 2000; Yang and Li, 2010; du Plessis and Engelbrecht, 2012].

In most of the previous work, independent of the category, the information

transferred from one search stage to the next is in the form of previously found good

solutions. Models which build a response surface using old samples updated with

new coming information are not found in the literature. So, in the next section, four

techniques to track the global optima of a dynamic expensive black-box function

based on a response surface are described and compared.

1Multiploidy refers to the existence of more than one gene expression (set of parameters) for
each individual, all of which can be dominant or recessive depending on the current conditions of
the environment.
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4.2 Adaptations of EGO to the dynamic case

The following sequential sampling strategies for parameter optimization of dynamic

black-box problems build on the principles of the static version explained in detail

in Section 2.4.2. So, each time a new sample is obtained, the response surface is

rebuilt by updating the GP with the new observation. Once the response surface

has been built, the EGO mechanism is used to determine where to sample next.

The key difference when building response surfaces in dynamic environments

is that data of different age is available. Old data should be considered less reliable

than recent data because of the changes that have taken place since the time the

data was collected.

As stated in Section 4.1, we address the problem where the objective function

changes after a known number of evaluations cf ∈ N (change frequency), and the

periods in between changes are referred to as epochs (t ∈ N) numbered in increasing

order. However, it is not the epoch at which each sample was obtained that is

relevant to discount the reliability of the sample, but rather how long ago it was

taken with respect to the current epoch (tc ∈ N). So, instead of using the epoch

number, it is the age of a sample with respect to the present (τ = tc − t) that is

considered to reduce reliability of the samples.

Below, seven strategies are described. The first three are simple strategies

used as benchmarks. First, a random sampling strategy is proposed to compare

against the completely uninformed case. Then, two limiting cases are presented:

the reset strategy as a memoryless model that starts solving the problem from

scratch after every change, and the ignore strategy that disregards all the changes

and considers all the information equally reliable. The last four sampling strategies

are proposed as different ways of reusing and transferring information from old

epochs to the new ones, exploiting different properties of GP, and constitute the

main contributions of this chapter. These seven methods are compared through

numerical experiments in Section 4.4.

In order to build a response surface using a GP, it is necessary to start

with at least λ = 2 (λ ∈ N) data samples to be able to estimate the length-scale

parameters of the process. So, for the first epoch it is assumed that there are at least

λ ≥ 2 observations previously obtained following any of the initial DoE techniques
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introduced in Section 2.2.

Let D be the set of all the samples collected throughout the history of the

experiment, and Dτ ⊂ D the set of data points of age τ .

4.2.1 Random strategy

The random sampling strategy explores the parameter space x ∈ RD by indepen-

dently drawing a random number from a uniform distribution for each dimension.

This technique serves only as a benchmark in order to set a reference to asses the

improvements of the other techniques, and there is no response surface built.

4.2.2 Reset strategy

This strategy discards all the previously obtained samples every time a change on

the objective function happens. This is equivalent to a re-start, as if this were a new

problem. So, at the current epoch (τ = 0), the response surface will be estimated

using only current information in D0. Since previous samples are not considered,

at the beginning of each epoch λ observations need to be sampled in order to start

building the response surface one more time.

The reset strategy also serves as a reference to measure the improvement

obtained by other sampling strategies. Besides, it is useful in the presence of very

drastic changes where there is no similarity between the objective function before

and after each change.

4.2.3 Ignore strategy

As its name suggests, the ignore strategy overlooks the fact that a change has

happened, which means that all the available samples in D are used to fit the

response surface. Not only is this a bad strategy to find the global optima of

a changing function because old information is taken to be as valid as new one,

potentially misguiding the search, but also because it unnecessarily increases the

computational cost of generating the GP. This is the opposite extreme to the reset

strategy and serves as another benchmark. The ignore strategy is useful when the

magnitude of the changes is negligible and the problem is thus similar to a static

problem.
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4.2.4 Reset* sampling strategy

Reset* differs from reset (Section 4.2.2) only in the way the first samples of a new

epoch (other than the first one) are taken. Instead of taking λ initial observations

at the beginning of a new epoch (τ = 0), reset* looks for the best response found in

the immediate previous epoch (τ = 1) and resamples at the same place where this

previously best response was obtained. Furthermore, the length-scale parameters

(`̀̀) found at the end of the immediate previous epoch are reused in order to overcome

the inability of fitting a GP with only one data point and allow to take a second

sample. Once the second sample has been obtained, the sampling process continues

as the reset strategy (i.e. refitting the GP parameters from the available data (D0)

every time a new sample becomes available) until the next function change.

4.2.5 Discounted information through noise sampling strategy (DIN)

The idea behind this strategy is to consider newly obtained samples as deterministic

—as it has been done throughout all the thesis—, but to introduce some artificial

measurement noise in order to discount the old samples. The recent observations,

being treated as deterministic (no noise added), force the response surface to go

exactly through the measured sample, while the old observations, treated as noisy

observations, allow the response surface to pass within some distance of the actually

observed response values (proportional to the magnitude of the introduced noise) but

not necessarily through them. By considering old information but discounting its

accuracy, the search is guided to the regions where there used to be good responses

in order to explore if that is still the case, but it is acknowledged that the landscape

might have changed.

GP provide a natural way of introducing noise in different magnitudes for

each data sample through the noise measurement term (σ2
n) in Equation (2.4). Fur-

thermore, the introduced noise can be a function of the age of the observations.

This modification gives rise to

k(x,x′) = σ2
f exp

(
−

D∑
d=1

(xd − x′d)2

2`2d

)
+ σ2

n(τ)δ(x,x′), (4.1)

which is used to calculate the covariance matrix needed to generate the response
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surface for the DIN model. An illustration of this model is provided in Figures 4.1

and 4.2, which show the behavior of DIN for two different noise values. The two

cases are provided for illustration purposes, but no clear conclusion can be drawn

from these two cases regarding the value of the noise to be chosen.

σ2
n(τ) is now a function of the age of the samples and no longer a constant

as in Equation (2.4), and can be any strictly increasing function in τ such that

σ2
n(τc) = 0, for instance

σ2
n(τ) = τs2, (4.2)

where s ∈ R is some constant noise level.

The introduced noise σ2
n(τ) increases as a function of the age of the samples

following a predefined functional form which is user defined rather than learnt.

Since DIN uses samples from previous epochs, it is not necessary to generate

any random sampling nor to reuse the GP parameters from previous epochs other

than for the first epoch. Nonetheless, the first sample of each epoch is taken where

the best response was obtained at the previous epoch, following the same procedure

as in reset* (Section 4.2.4).

4.2.6 Time as an additional dimension sampling strategy (TasD+1)

Another way of using the temporal information is by considering time as an addi-

tional dimension (D + 1). The advantage of this method is that it learns the time

correlations from the data instead of relying on arbitrarily chosen functions or noise

levels as it is done in the DIN method explained in Section 4.2.5. The learning pro-

cess takes place when estimating the introduced parameter `D+1 and it is done by

maximizing its likelihood. Nevertheless, having an additional parameter to estimate

during the likelihood maximization increases the difficulty of finding the optimal

parameters as compared to the other models.

Introducing an additional dimension is naturally done through the covariance

function (2.4). Consider an observed data point x ∈ RD, then let x̃ ∈ RD+1 be the

vector containing x augmented by the age of the samples τ . Then, the correlation
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(d) Third sample of epoch t+ 1

Figure 4.1: Sequential sampling using increased measurement noise information
decay s2 = 0.1 (Eq. 4.2). 4.1a shows the end of an epoch, along with the GP response
surface generated using samples obtained at t. The confidence interval presented
for the response surface corresponds to ±σ away from the predicted mean. The
vertical line shows where the next best sample should be taken according to EGO.
In 4.1b the new sample has been taken (square), but the true objective function has
changed. When fitting the GP, the response surface passes exactly through the new
observation even if there are other old samples in the region. But in the absence of
recent information in other regions, old data is used to guide the response surface,
resulting in wider confidence intervals in those regions due to the introduced noise.
4.1c and 4.1d show the next two samples taken. 4.2a through 4.2d show the same
procedure for a noise level s2 = 2.0.
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(d) Third sample of epoch t+ 1

Figure 4.2: Figures 4.2a through 4.2d illustrate the same sequential sampling follow-
ing the DIN strategy as shown in Figure 4.1 with an increased measurement noise
level of s2 = 2.0.
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function between two augmented samples can be written as

k(x̃, x̃′) = σ2
f exp

(
−
D+1∑
d=1

(x̃d − x̃′d)2

2`2d

)
. (4.3)

The procedure for estimating the response surface is not changed. When

evaluating the response surface from the surrogate model, τ must be set to zero so

as to make valid predictions for the current time (i.e. x̃′D+1 = 0).

The first sample of each epoch is chosen exactly as in the DIN strategy

(Section 4.2.5).

4.2.7 Previous surface mean prior sampling strategy (PSMP)

The models presented so far have all assumed a zero mean prior GP, as proposed

in Equation (2.3). However, since in the regions where there is no data to support

any prediction the GP tends to the mean prior, the mean prior of a GP can be

used to introduce any information available. The rate at which the response surface

tends to the mean prior in each dimension depends on the corresponding inferred

length-scale (`d). An example of this behavior can be seen in Figure 4.1 throughout

all the subfigures in the sample space interval [−3,−2], where the predicted response

surface tends to zero lacking data to support any other predictions.

PSMP exploits this property of GP in order to transfer information about

good regions found at previous epochs to the current epoch through the mean prior

by providing a tailored estimate of the expected value at each point. The information

is introduced into the current model through the mean prior function in the shape

of the response surface available at the end of the previous epoch, which is a GP as

well.

This gives rise to a recurrent definition where the mean prior of the GP used

to generate the response surface at any epoch is itself the GP that was used at the

end of the immediate previous epoch. Since more than one response surfaces are now

in play, it becomes necessary to explicitly identify the age of the data being used to

generate them, which we do through a time subindex that explicitly indicates this.

With this notation, Xt is the vector of data points observed at time t, and Kt is

the covariance matrix generated by applying the kernel function to Xt (Eq. 2.4).
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Following this notation, let mt(xp) be the expected value of the prediction at point

xp made using a GP fitted to all the data points from epoch t and a mean prior

which embeds the most recent information from the previous epoch t − 1. Then,

following Equation (2.11) which provides the expected value of a GP,

mt(xp) =

 mt−1(xp) + k(xp,Xt)K
−1
t Yt if t > 0

m̄+ k(xp,Xt)K
−1
t Yt if t = 0

, (4.4)

where

m̄ =

∑λ
i=1 yi
λ

(4.5)

is used as a mean prior for the initial epoch, since there is no past information to

rely on. This means that for the first epoch (t = 0), PSMP uses the mean of the

first λ samples as a constant mean prior (Eq. 4.5).

The first observation of any other epoch (t > 0) is taken where the best

response was obtained at t − 1, following the procedure explained for reset* (Sec-

tion 4.2.4) including the reuse of the parameters.

Before fitting the parameters (θ) by MLE using Equation (2.7), care must

be taken to subtract the mean prior from the vector of observations Yt. Equa-

tion (2.3) in the definition of the GP is then replaced by Equation (4.4). Finally,

when using the fitted GP to maximize the expected improvement —or for mak-

ing any predictions—, the previously removed mean must be added back, which is

already considered in Equation (4.4).

4.3 Experiment setup for comparing dynamic optimiz-

ers

In this section, the various methods proposed in the previous section are compared

empirically using the MPB, a standard benchmark used for dynamic global opti-

mization. A thorough explanation of such benchmark along with two performance

measures are provided, followed by a detailed description of the experiments per-

formed to test the performance of each of the seven presented models. The statistical

analysis of the experiments is left for Section 4.4.
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4.3.1 The moving peaks benchmark

Even though there are many real examples of objective functions evolving over time,

it is not easy to find cases which are both complex enough to present a challenge

and simple enough to analyze and make an interpretation of the tuned parame-

ters. The moving peaks benchmark provides a framework bridging this gap between

very complex, hard to understand real-world problems and all too simple toy prob-

lems [Branke, 1999].

This benchmark consists of a D dimensional continuous function defined in

a given interval with N ∈ N peaks of different height and width. Each peak is

defined by its position xi ∈ RD, height hi ∈ R, and width wi ∈ R (i ∈ [1, ..., N ]).

At every change, each of the peaks suffers a slight random variation in position,

height, and width. For the position of the peaks, the magnitude of the change

(vL ∈ R) is fixed, but the direction is random. The changes in height and width of

the peaks are each independent, normally distributed, and scaled according to their

corresponding severity parameter (hs ∈ R and ws ∈ R respectively). Besides, these

three components are bounded by their corresponding upper and lower real-valued

bounds: (xl,xu), (hl, hu), and (wl, wu). In all cases, the boundary conditions are

reflective, which means that after a change, if the updated parameter falls outside

the bounds by some magnitude, such parameter would bounce back with the same

magnitude.

The benchmark is one of the classic benchmarks for dynamic optimization

problems in the evolutionary computation area. To be successful, an algorithm has

to be able to track a moving peak, but also to jump from one peak to another if the

heights change such that another peak becomes the highest peak.

4.3.2 Performance measures for dynamic optimization

A standard performance measure for dynamic optimization problems is the offline

error [Branke, 1999]. The offline error is the time-averaged error of the best solution

found so far in the epoch. Since the objective function changes after a number of

function evaluations, we require two time indices to keep track of both the total

number of function evaluations, and the function evaluations that belong to a same

epoch. Let jt ∈ [1, ..., cf ] denote the number of function evaluations performed so far
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within epoch t. Then, the total number of function evaluations performed, across

all epochs, is given by T = cf t + jt, since cf is a known constant. Let εj,t denote

the evaluation error between the j-th solution evaluated during epoch t (yj,t) and

the global minimum f∗t at the current epoch t, so that

εj,t = f∗t − yj,t. (4.6)

Then, the error of the best solution evaluated so far since the last change is called

the current error and calculated as

εcj,t =
j

min
i=1

εi,t. (4.7)

The offline error is then just the average over all current errors:

εoT =
1

T

T∑
i=1

εci , (4.8)

where T is the total number of solutions evaluated so far. The offline error assumes

that evaluations are done offline (hence the name), i.e. the best known solution

found so far since the last change is actually implemented in the real world while

the search for a better solution continues in a separate process.

Another performance measure we look at is the average error, defined as

ε̄T =
1

T

T∑
i=1

εi, (4.9)

which measures the average deviation from the global optimum of each function

evaluation performed so far. For both performance measures, offline and average

errors, if the T index is dropped, we refer to the error measured at the end of the

run.

4.3.3 Implementation details

The implementation of the MPB simulates the sequential sampling process applying

the seven different strategies described in Section 4.2 in the attempt of tracking the

global optima. The parameters governing the dynamics of the objective function
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are detailed in Table 4.1.

As discussed in Chapter 3, fitting a GP has computational complexity of

O
(
|D|3

)
, so the process slows down with each new sample incorporated to the data

set. This has an indirect implication on the scalability of the presented technique to

problems with a large number of dimensions given that the number of samples re-

quired would rapidly increase. For efficiency purposes, only data from the immediate

previous epoch (i.e. τ = 1) was considered.

All the simulations start with an initial number of λ = 4 samples, and when

applicable the same number of initial samples is used at the beginning of later

epochs. Then, one of the proposed strategies is followed to fit a GP to the available

data.

The EGO policy is followed, so the expected improvement function (Eq. 2.16)

needs to be maximized. Since only the 1 and 2 dimensional cases are considered, the

EI maximization is performed using the HB method as explained in Section 2.6.3.

Table 4.1: Parameters governing the dynamics of the moving peaks. Whenever
more than one value is presented for a parameter, values in bold show the default
parameters (base case) and the remaining values are variations used to study the
behavior of the proposed strategies under different conditions.

Parameter Value Description

Number of dimensions D 1D 2D Dimensionality of the parameter space

Number of peaks 5 5 Number of peaks in the objective function
Min coordinate (xl) 0.0 0.0 Minimum coordinate for each dimension
Max coordinate (xu) 100.0 100.0 Maximum coordinate for each dimension
Min peak height (hl) 30.0 30.0 Minimum possible height of the peaks
Max peak height (hu) 70.0 70.0 Maximum possible height of the peaks
Height stdev 0.0 0.0 Starting value for the height of the peaks. 0 for uniform

random within (hl, hw)
Min peak width (wl) 1.5 0.05 Minimum width of a peak
Max peak width (wu) 2.5 0.15 Maximum width of a peak
Width stdev 2.0 0.1 Starting value for the width of the peaks. 0 for uniform

random within the Min and Max width interval
vLength (vL) 0.25, 0.5 0.25, 0.5 Distance a single peak moves when a change happens
Height severity (hs) 7.0, 15.0 15.0 Intensity of the changes made to the height

in one function change
Width severity 0.01 0.01 Standard deviation of the changes made to the width

in one function change
Basis function used false false Whether a static basis function is used or not
Correlation lambda 0.0 0.0 Correlation between consecutive movements of a single

peak (0 for no drift, > 0 for drift)
Change frequency (cf ) 25 50 Number of evaluations after which a change takes place
Epochs 80 20 Number of function changes
Peak function Inverse squared Function describing the shape of the peaks
Change step size Constant Allows alteration of vLength parameter
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4.4 Numerical results and model comparison

4.4.1 Experimental procedure

In order to compare the different models presented in Section 4.2, a set of experi-

ments with different parameter settings was run. Table 4.1 shows the parameters for

the MPB. Values in bold are the default parameters used for the base case whenever

more than one value was tested for a parameter. In this section only the base case

is considered, and the parameter analysis is left for Section 4.4.2. The parameters

chosen for the base case are D = 1, vL = 0.25, hs = 7.0, and cf = 25. The simula-

tions are run for 80 epochs, and all results are averaged over R = 64 independent

runs.

Since the DIN sampling strategy (Section 4.2.5) requires parameter tuning

for the noise level, each experiment has to be run in two steps. The first step is to find

out the optimal noise level s∗ by running a first set of simulations of the optimizer

using the DIN sampling strategy with different noise discount values, and empirically

choosing the one with best performance. Given the high computational cost that

running a full set of experiments entails, we restrict the full analysis to only one

performance measure. In this case, offline error is chosen as the preferred measure

of performance since this reflects a real life scenario where the best known solution

would be implemented, while the search for a better parameter configuration carries

on. So the remainder of the experiments focus mainly on this performance measure,

but the same procedure would apply for the average error. Since the changes of

the objective function are stochastic, several replications are required to provide

statistical significance to the interpretation of the results. So, R = 64 replications

were run in this first part of the experiment.

Figure 4.3 shows how the performance of the DIN strategy changes according

to the chosen discount noise. A discount noise level of s = 0 (no discount at all)

corresponds to a version of the ignore strategy with the first solution evaluated

after a change being the best found solution from the previous epoch, while an

infinite discount of the old samples (s → ∞) makes the approach more similar to

the reset* sampling strategy but does not take the initial λ samples at the beginning

of new epochs. For comparison purposes, the performance of three other strategies
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Figure 4.3: Parameter sweep of different noise levels for the DIN sampling strategy
considering the offline error (Eq. 4.8). The optimal noise level, s∗ = 12 (Eq. 4.2),
can be read from this plot and is the value used for the second part of the experiment.
Furthermore, the offline error for three other sampling strategies (reset*, TasD+1,
and PSMP) are shown for reference as shaded areas.

(reset*, TasD+1, and PSMP) is displayed in the background as well. We observe

that for some values of s, TasD+1 and PSMP outperform the DIN strategy, but

for well tuned values of s, the DIN strategy outperforms the others. This reveals

the importance of choosing an appropriate value for the discount noise, although an

exhaustive tuning might not be required since values close to the optimum do not

vary drastically in their performance.

Once the DIN strategy has been tuned, all the strategies can be run to asses

their performance. For this part of the experiment another R = 64 replications were

run using common random numbers across strategies. These replications do not

share common random numbers with the previous step. For each of the seven sam-

pling strategies, the results at the end of the 80 epochs are shown in Figure 4.4 using

box plots, which allows an easy visual comparison, although it is not as powerful

as the statistical tests performed in Section 4.4.3. We observe that the dominating

strategy depends on the performance measure selected. For instance, if we consider
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(b) Average error ε̄

Figure 4.4: 4.4a shows the offline error (Eq. 4.8), and 4.4b the average error (Eq. 4.9)
of the seven sampling strategies for the base case simulation as described in Table 4.1
(1D case), averaged over 64 replications. For each box, the central horizontal line is
the median, the round marker is the mean, the horizontal edges represent the 25th

and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers show the ±2.7σ intervals beyond which the
extreme cases are displayed individually. Finally, the notches are useful to compare
whether the medians from two models are significantly different at the 5% level (if
their intervals do not overlap). However, this statistical comparison does not exploit
the use of common random numbers (see Section 4.4.3).
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offline error, DIN dominates all the other strategies, whereas if we consider average

error, PSMP is the best. Nevertheless, the advantage of reusing information in a

discounted manner is consistent across performance measures, which is evidenced

by the fact that reset*, DIN, TasD+1, and PSMP —all reusing information from

previous epochs— outperform the strategies that either do not use it (reset) or do

not discount it (ignore).

In terms of computational cost, strategies that use data only from the current

epoch (reset, reset*, and PSMP) to fit the GP are much faster than those using

data from previous epochs (ignore, DIN, and TasD+1). The difference is due to the

computational complexity of fitting a GP. Comparing DIN and TasD+1, the latter

has an additional parameter to fit, and so TasD+1 has a larger computational cost

when maximizing the likelihood. However, this is negligible when compared to the

parameter tuning for DIN that requires several replications, each requiring to fit a

large number of GP, for each attempted parameter value.

In order to better understand how the offline error behaves throughout the

simulation and to verify that the comparison of the final values happens after con-

vergence, the whole evolution across time is visualized in Figure 4.5.

Finally, the current error plots, displayed in Figure 4.6, are useful to under-

stand the effect of each sampling strategy. We can see that, at the beginning of

each new epoch, strategies dismissing old samples (random and reset) start with a

similarly poor solution in every epoch, and require some time to find good solutions.

The ignore strategy benefits of old samples at the beginning of later epochs, but

because the information it relies on is outdated, it does not manage to improve much

after that and its performance seems to deteriorate from epoch to epoch. The first

sample of the last 4 strategies is taken at the location where the best observation

was made in the previous epoch, which explains the fact that they start with a large

advantage in terms of current error. However, they all treat old data in different

ways which accounts for the difference in performance. A better comparison of the

convergence to the global optimum at each epoch can be seen with the overlapped

current errors presented in Figure 4.6, where it is shown that even if reset* has

a good starting point, it gets stuck in good —yet not optimal— regions, which is

perhaps due to the lack of memory about good regions from previous epochs. DIN,
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Figure 4.5: Offline error (Eq. 4.8) for the seven compared models throughout the
80 epochs of the simulation. During the first 25 function evaluations all the models
display the same behavior, but after the first objective function change, the paths
start to diverge since each sampling strategy uses old information differently.

TasD+1 and PSMP do not seem to get stuck, although they seem to have different

convergence rates, with the DIN strategy being the fastest to find the global optima.
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4.4.2 Parameter analysis

The sampling strategies make different use of the available information, so we expect

their performance to depend on the magnitude of the variations suffered by the

dynamic objective function. In order to explore this, two more experiments were

run. First, the configuration (vL = 0.5, hs = 7.0) was used to simulate an increase in

the distance for which the locations of the peaks change, and second the parameters

were set to (vL = 0.25, hs = 15.0) so as to simulate a scenario where the peaks

move as fast as the reference, but the global maximum is more likely to change from

one peak to another. Both scenarios make historic information less reliable than

the base case. The offline errors measured at the end of these simulations for each

strategy are summarized in Figure 4.7, where we observe that even if the ranking

is preserved, for an increased vL, all the strategies using old information perform

worse than in the base case, which is expected since old information is less reliable

due to the greater magnitude of the changes in between epochs. However, when

increasing hs, only the performance of reset* significantly deteriorates, while the

other strategies with memory preserve a similar performance with respect to the

base case. Given that an increased height severity means that the global maximum

jumps from peak to peak more frequently, it makes sense that strategies preserving

information about different good regions in previous epochs (and not only about the

best region as reset*) are better at tracking the global optimum in this case.

To verify whether these results extend to higher dimensions, two more exper-

iments were run, this time for the 2 dimensional case, including the base case, and

the increase in the distance for which the locations of the peaks change. Except for

the length of the simulations and the frequency of changes, all the other parameters

were kept as for the 1D base case. Since the difficulty of finding the global maxi-

mum of a function increases with the dimensionality of the function, the frequency

of changes was decreased to allow more function evaluations in between changes.

For these experiments, there are cf = 50 function evaluations in each epoch, the

experiments were run for 20 epochs, and R = 64 replications of each experiment

were performed. The results obtained are compiled in Figure 4.8.

In the experiments performed, the DIN sampling strategy outperforms

TasD+1. This might be due to the fact that TasD+1 has to learn an additional
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Figure 4.7: Box plots showing the offline error (Eq. 4.8) averaged across 64 repli-
cations of the seven sampling strategies at the end of 80 function changes, each
happening after 25 function evaluations. In 4.7a, an increased distance for peak
location changes was used (vL = 0.5, hs = 7.0) while in 4.7b an increased severity
of peak height changes was used (vL = 0.25, hs = 15.0), all with respect to the base
case shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.8: Box plots showing the offline error (Eq. 4.8) of the seven sampling
strategies for the 2 dimensional version of the MPB, averaged across 64 replications.
Performance measures taken at the end of 20 function changes, each happening after
50 function evaluations. 4.8a sets the base case for comparison with (vL = 0.25, hs =
15.0), and 4.8b shows an increased speed for peak location changes (vL = 0.5, hs =
15.0).
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parameter (time scale). However, since DIN has a parameter that requires manual

tuning (through an extensive set of simulations), TasD+1 might be preferred unless

similar problems are solved repeatedly, in which case the effort of tuning parameters

may be justified.

PSMP loosely outperforms the reset* sampling strategy in the 1 dimensional

case, but the effective difference for the 2 dimensional case is small. This is prob-

ably related to the number of samples used to approximate the mean prior, which

for the 1 dimensional case is 25 and seems to be enough to provide an accurate

approximation of the previous epoch’s landscape. Nevertheless, since the number

of required samples to create a good approximation of the landscape is expected to

increase as a power of the dimension, 50 samples might not be enough to create a

good approximation of the previous epoch in 2 dimensions.

These simulations show that the DIN model outperforms all others for the

tested scenarios, but the fact that a previous tuning needs to be made to find

the optimal discount noise level must not be discarded, since it requires a lot of

computation. So, using the DIN strategy only makes sense if similar problems are

solved repeatedly, and for practical purposes or under the constraints of limited

resources the TasD+1 strategy might be preferred.

4.4.3 Statistical comparison of model performance

The box plots shown above provide a visual guide on the individual performance

of the presented sampling strategies for each experiment, nevertheless they do not

exploit the advantage of using common random numbers for the simulations. To

compare the performance of the different models taking advantage of the pairing, we

use the Wilcoxon signed-rank statistical test [Wilcoxon, 1945; Fay, Proschan, and

Others, 2010].

Consider the seven models compared, and number them in ascending order

as they were presented so that the random sampling strategy is 1, reset* is 2, and

so on. For a given experiment, let ε̃i (i ∈ [1, ..., 7]) denote the median offline error of

the R replications of strategy i. And let the null hypothesis (H0) be that the median

difference between the pairs of observations is zero. So the alternative hypothesis
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(H1) is that the median difference of the pairs is not zero, which we can write as

H0
ij : ε̃i = ε̃j , i, j ∈ [1, ..., 7]

H1
ij : ε̃i 6= ε̃j , i, j ∈ [1, ..., 7].

(4.10)

After performing the set of tests and calculating the corresponding p-values

(pij), H
0
ij can be rejected —in favour of H1

ij— at the αij = 1− pc significance level

if pij < pc.

These null hypotheses were tested for all of the configurations described in

order to rank the strategies according to their performance in offline error. Fur-

thermore, since several hypotheses are being tested with the same experiments, the

problem of multiplicity arises, due to the fact that the likelihood of witnessing a

rare event increases with the number of tests performed. To account for this fact,

we use the Bonferroni correction [Dunnett, 1955]. We found that for all the 1D

cases H0
ij can be rejected using pc = 0.001, or —equivalently— at the 99.9% sig-

nificance level. For the 2D scenarios the same is true for pc = 0.002. A ranking

of the different strategies evaluated according to the median offline error for all the

experiments described is presented in Table 4.2, where we can see that the ranking

of the strategies does not change across different settings.

4.5 Discussion and conclusions

An adaptation of EGO, the sequential sampling strategy presented and used in

Chapters 2 and 3, to track global optima in dynamic environments is proposed and

tested in this chapter. Specifically, reset*, DIN, TasD+1, and PSMP, four sequen-

tial sampling strategies relying on GP to build a surrogate model are described

which —to the author’s best knowledge— constitutes the first approach to dynam-

ically changing optimization problems by means of a surrogate-based global search

algorithm.

Different properties of GP are exploited by each of the proposed strategies

to construct the response surface using both old and new information in order to

enhance tracking of the global optima for dynamic expensive black-box objective

functions. These four new sampling strategies, together with three other benchmark
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Table 4.2: Ranking in increasing order of median offline error of the different strate-
gies according to the median offline error achieved at each experiment ε̃. The p-value
shown for each row is the probability of the difference in medians between the strat-
egy in the same row and the one in the row immediately below being different from
zero by chance, according to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test performed between each
pair of sampling strategies, considering Bonferroni correction.

(a) 1D experiments

vL = 0.25, vs = 7.0 vL = 0.5, vs = 7.0 vL = 0.25, vs = 15.0

Strategy p-value Strategy p-value Strategy p-value

DIN < 0.01 DIN < 0.01 DIN < 0.01
TasD+1 < 0.01 TasD+1 < 0.01 TasD+1 < 0.01
PSMP < 0.01 PSMP < 0.01 PSMP < 0.01
Reset* < 0.01 Reset* < 0.01 Reset* < 0.01
Ignore < 0.01 Ignore < 0.01 Ignore < 0.01
Reset < 0.01 Reset < 0.01 Reset < 0.01
Random Random Random

(b) 2D experiments

vL = 0.25, vs = 15.0 vL = 0.5, vs = 15.0

Strategy p-value Strategy p-value

DIN < 0.01 DIN < 0.01
TasD+1 < 0.02 TasD+1 < 0.02
PSMP < 0.01 PSMP < 0.01
Reset* < 0.01 Reset* < 0.01
Ignore < 0.01 Ignore < 0.01
Reset < 0.01 Reset < 0.01
Random Random
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sampling strategies are compared through numeric simulations. The comparisons

use an implementation of the widely accepted moving peaks benchmark and the

offline error as performance measure. To better understand the advantages and

disadvantages of each proposed strategy, different scenarios are tested. And to

ensure the significance of the conclusions drawn, a statistical analysis is performed

on the numerical results obtained from the experiments.

The poor performance of the random strategy throughout the different

experiments confirms the advantages of using informed selection of the points to

be sampled. The simple trick of re-evaluating the previous best found solution at

the beginning of an epoch highly improves the performance in the experiments

considered. This idea has been used in all the newly proposed strategies. The

experiments also show that sampling strategies using old information in an explicit

way (DIN, TasD+1, and PSMP) systematically perform significantly better than

those which either discard it (reset and reset*) or treat it in the same way as recent

information (ignore).
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work

The need for optimizing expensive-to-evaluate objective functions often arises when

dealing with systems where the resources needed to acquire new observations involve

large investments, long waiting times, human resources, or disruptions to systems

in production. In these cases, it is important to exploit the expensively obtained

information as much as possible in order to reach the desired goal with as few samples

as possible. One approach to deal with this type of problem is to build a model of

the system, given the available information, in the form of a response surface, and

then use this model to anticipate promising configurations of the system.

We start this work by presenting a literature review of response surface aided

global optimization methods, which leads to the justification of the efficient global

optimization algorithm (EGO) as the preferred method on which the rest of the

thesis is based, not only because it is well established in the sequential optimization

field and it has proven to be useful in a wide variety of applications, but also because

it requires less computational resources than other available methods, and the ana-

lytical tractability it provides. Since EGO relies on the optimization of the expected

improvement (EI), an auxiliary function that is cheap to evaluate but which exhibits

an increasing number of local maxima as the number of available samples increases,

the impact of using suboptimal solutions for the EI was empirically investigated. A

set of numerical experiments revealed the importance of finding the global optimum

for the EI, which motivated the need to look for more efficient methods of finding

it. Therefore, we proposed the hyper-box method to select starting points to be
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used when maximizing the EI, which proved to be beneficial when tested for two

dimensional cases, but due to its bad scaling with the dimensionality of the problem,

it was not used for higher dimensions. Instead, a genetic algorithm with population

and generation sizes that adapt to the size of the dataset and the dimensionality of

the problem to be solved, was devised and suggested for optimizing the EI.

Due to the mechanics of sequential sampling optimization, it is common that

a large number of samples concentrate in good regions, separated only by arbitrarily

small distances, which can induce numerical instabilities during matrix inversions.

This problem was also addressed by introducing a taboo method, capable of re-

moving the numerical instabilities by keeping the most informative set of samples,

ensuring that new observations are not made within the identified unstable vicinity.

Given the expensive nature of Gaussian processes (GP), which increases as

the cube of the number of samples available and directly affects EGO, we proposed

SPEGO, a variation of EGO that partitions the search space and fits local response

surfaces in order to determine the best next sampling location. We showed that the

main advantage of SPEGO is its linear computational complexity as a function of

the total number of available observations, as compared to the cubic computational

complexity of EGO. Furthermore, we empirically demonstrated that this improve-

ment in number of operations required per objective function evaluation has low

impact on the quality of the solutions found, while allowing to handle larger sam-

pling budgets in a fraction of the time. From this comparison we conclude that, for

extremely costly objective functions, EGO might be a good choice, yet, for cases

where the objective function is moderately expensive, SPEGO is a better option.

We also investigated the impact of three important implementation choices

that need to be made when using SPEGO through numerical experimentation. The

analysis of the results obtained highlighted the importance of using an initial design

of experiment of reduced size, relative to the total available budget, and preferably

generated using the Latin hypercube sampling method. In this way, the infill process

starts as soon as possible, which is especially beneficial under reduced total sampling

budgets. These results also showed that randomly selecting the dimension along

which to create new partitions has a positive impact on the overall performance

of the optimizer. Furthermore, they corroborated that increasing the size of the
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partitions improves the performance of SPEGO.

In order to minimize the impact of the partitions arbitrarily imposed by

SPEGO, we extended this algorithm to incorporate information from neighboring

regions when fitting local response surfaces, which resulted in NSPEGO. Our exper-

iments showed that the additional computational burden this modification entails

is not necessarily justified, given the low improvement in performance observed.

Moreover, to understand how SPEGO compares against other algorithms

found in literature, we selected as a benchmark CMA-ES, one of the state of the art

algorithms as ranked in the 2013 version of the black-box optimization benchmark

(BBOB), and SMAC, a slightly modified implementation of EGO. The results were

encouraging, showing that SPEGO consistently outperformed SMAC, and that

only for the two highest precision target errors considered, CMA-ES beat SPEGO.

Finally, we presented another adaptation of EGO, this time tailored to dy-

namic environments, where global optima need to be tracked. Four algorithms

capable of incorporating old and new information were proposed, three of which use

different properties of GP —upon which EGO relies. The first method consists of

discarding all the old information but the location where the best observation was

made before a change happened, and together with two other naive strategies that

either discard the old information or just disregard that a changed occurred, serves

as a benchmark. The second method discounts old information by introducing some

artificial measurement noise. The caveat of this method is that it requires tuning of

the amount of noise to be used, which can be computationally intensive. The third

proposed method considers time as an additional dimension, which naturally learns

the dynamics of the objective function during the estimation of the corresponding

timescale parameter. Unlike all the other methods that use a zero mean GP, the

fourth method uses the response surfaces generated at previous epochs as a mean

prior, in a recursive manner. By doing so, information reflecting previous states of

the landscape is assumed and updated upon the arrival of new evidence. These four

new GP based response surface building methods constitute the first approach to

dynamically changing optimization problems by means of a surrogate-based global

search algorithm.
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In order to asses the performance of the different strategies under diverse

conditions, we used the moving peaks benchmark, a specially designed benchmark

for dynamic optimization. The numeric experiments showed that sampling strate-

gies using old information in an explicit way consistently performed significantly

better than those which either discard it or treat it in the same way as recent

information.

Several promising research directions were identified throughout the devel-

opment of this thesis. For instance, performing a detailed analysis of SPEGO, for

each of the functions in the BBOB testbed, could lead to further improve its per-

formance by identifying specific points of failure. Also, evaluating the impact of

different methods to accelerate the response surface generation step, such as re-

using the kernel lengthscales for more than one iteration, only re-fitting a subset

of the lengthscales at each iteration, or adapting SPEGO to implement multi-point

sequential sampling strategies, might lead to interesting results. Another highly

promising improvement for the SPEGO algorithm would be to vary the partitioning

threshold as a function of the lengthscales observed in each dimension. By dynam-

ically adjusting the number of samples allowed in a partition, better convergence

properties can be expected. In relation to NSPEGO, it might be worth quantifying

the potential improvement in performance when using more than one neighboring

sample.

Regarding the dynamic case, future work might focus on how to combine

the different sampling strategies presented. For example, building a more accurate

response surface from old samples using the TasD+1 method and using it as mean

prior for the PSMP strategy. Or perhaps, trying to remove the tuning component

for the DIN strategy by learning the amount of noise to be introduced online. An-

other direction could be to extend this work for dynamic objective functions with

continuous changes, as opposed to changes happening only after a given number of

function evaluations. Although TasD+1 could naturally cope with this case, indi-

vidual levels of noise might be required for each sample if using DIN, and additional

modifications would be required for PSMP to work.

A more ambitious goal that can be pursued in either the static or the dynamic
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case, would be to adapt the methods exposed to make them capable of dealing

with stochastic objective functions. For the dynamic case, this proves particularly

challenging due to the difficulty in distinguishing old from noisy information.

Finally —and perhaps more interesting—, an online self-evaluation of the

performance of the presented algorithms can be done by evaluating predictions, prior

to obtaining a new observation, made with several models differing, for instance,

only by the kernel used. This could provide information to internally rank the

performance of each model, allowing the sequential optimizer to use the most suited

configuration for each case, rendering it more versatile.
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Appendix A

SPEGO against the state of the

art, separated by BBOB type of

function

In this appendix we present the result of SPEGO, compared to CMA-ES and SMAC,

separated by type of function. The five types of function considered, as defined by

the BBOB [Finck, Hansen, Ros et al., 2010] are

• separable functions

• functions with low or moderate conditioning

• functions with high conditioning and unimodal

• multi-modal functions with adequate global structure

• multi-modal functions with weak global structure.
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(b) Precision level f∆ = 10−2
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(c) Precision level f∆ = 10−3
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(d) Precision level f∆ = 10−4
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(e) Precision level f∆ = 10−5
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(f) Precision level f∆ = 10−6
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(g) Precision level f∆ = 10−7
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(h) Precision level f∆ = 10−8

Figure A.1: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials in the sep-
arable functions of the BBOB testbed of SPEGO, CMA-ES, and SMAC as
a function of number of evaluations. Lines are plotted only for the regions where
information is available. All comparisons are performed at a budget of N = 103D,
indicated by a dashed vertical line.
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(b) Precision level f∆ = 10−2
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(c) Precision level f∆ = 10−3
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(d) Precision level f∆ = 10−4
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(e) Precision level f∆ = 10−5
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(f) Precision level f∆ = 10−6
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(g) Precision level f∆ = 10−7
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(h) Precision level f∆ = 10−8

Figure A.2: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials in the func-
tions with low or moderate conditioning of the BBOB testbed of SPEGO,
CMA-ES, and SMAC as a function of number of evaluations. Lines are plotted
only for the regions where information is available. All comparisons are performed
at a budget of N = 103D, indicated by a dashed vertical line.
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(a) Precision level f∆ = 10−1
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(b) Precision level f∆ = 10−2
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(c) Precision level f∆ = 10−3
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(d) Precision level f∆ = 10−4
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(e) Precision level f∆ = 10−5
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(f) Precision level f∆ = 10−6
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(g) Precision level f∆ = 10−7
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(h) Precision level f∆ = 10−8

Figure A.3: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials in the func-
tions with high conditioning and unimodal of the BBOB testbed of SPEGO,
CMA-ES, and SMAC as a function of number of evaluations. Lines are plotted
only for the regions where information is available. All comparisons are performed
at a budget of N = 103D, indicated by a dashed vertical line.
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(a) Precision level f∆ = 10−1
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(b) Precision level f∆ = 10−2
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(c) Precision level f∆ = 10−3
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(d) Precision level f∆ = 10−4

Figure A.4: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials in the multi-
modal functions with adequate global structure of the BBOB testbed of
SPEGO, CMA-ES, and SMAC as a function of number of evaluations. Lines
are plotted only for the regions where information is available. All comparisons are
performed at a budget of N = 103D, indicated by a dashed vertical line. (Only
cases where the specified precision target was reached are shown.)
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(b) Precision level f∆ = 10−2
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(c) Precision level f∆ = 10−3
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(d) Precision level f∆ = 10−4
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(e) Precision level f∆ = 10−5
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(f) Precision level f∆ = 10−6
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(g) Precision level f∆ = 10−7
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(h) Precision level f∆ = 10−8

Figure A.5: ECDF plots comparing the proportion of converged trials in the multi-
modal functions with weak global structure of the BBOB testbed of SPEGO,
CMA-ES, and SMAC as a function of number of evaluations. Lines are plotted
only for the regions where information is available. All comparisons are performed
at a budget of N = 103D, indicated by a dashed vertical line.
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